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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon December 22, 1938

Volume CIV; No.51

JOHN P.BRADLEY r..tofe.4111'0.?Of?OfMAMA WA MAIIVAINVINIIII9rif
UNUSUAL PARTY IS "King of Kings," Cecil B. DeMille Production
CROWD SEES SANTA
DIES FROM INJURY t
A Christmas Faith
FEATURE OF HAZEL Portraying Life of Christ, to Be Shown Sunday SATURDAY EVENING
SUFFERED IN FALL x.111wilmt CHRISTMAS SEASON Night at First Christian Church; A Super Film AT YULETIDEPARTY
111
Was Unloading Feed From

To

5

IPANY
Lye Gifts

(EDIT ORIAL)

Wagon Friday Afternoon When Slipped

cl Cigars
Cigarett,,
Billfolds

A little less than two thousand years ago, the first ChVstmas was celebrated at the birth of Christ. a
celebratacri
profound and pious as the spirit which occasioned it.

Mrs. Koska Jones Gives
Unique Affair for Her
Missionary Friends

L"The King of Kings," one of the fitting climax to the observance fering at the close of each per- Five
Thousand People,
reatest silent-picture films of all ot Christmas Pay.
formance.
Many Children, Comi me and academy award winner
A 12-reel dramatization, the film
Havens announced his sermon
It does not matter that Pagan tribes instituted the festive
pose Audience
fore the days of the talkies, a stars H. B. Warner in the role subject for the Sunday morning
WAS PROMINENT MAN
'rites which perennially occurred on September 25; it matters
OUT-OF-TOWN
GUESTS
movie
produced
of
Jesus.
Cecil
by
B.
Church
Deauthorities
here worship service will be "The
OF COUNTY COMMUNITY
not-that chronic deflaters discount the probability of Christ's
ARE QUITE NUMEROUS Mille portraying the life of Christ, said the cinema masterpiece has Prince of Peace." It will begin at CITY GARDEN CLUB
IS EVENT SPONSOR
birth at Christmas time; it does not matter that out of the
will be presented without charge been received in America and oth- 10:45. The Sunday school, led by
John Porter Bradley, 66. who
turmoil and conflict of Occidental worship emerged the date
An unusual Christmas party was in the auditorium of the First er countries as one of the greatest Superintendent R. L.
fell off a wagon late Friday afterWade, will
Five thousand persons, many of
and period of our Christmas—no, that does not matter.
• • given by Mrs. Koska Jones to her Christian church here Sunday eve- screen productions of all time. begin at 9:30.
noon as he was unloading a bed
them children, gazed with eagerMissionary friends of the Metho- ning, beginning at 5 o'clock.
DeMille has produced such outof feed, died of what physicians
The Young People's Society of ness and pride upon Santa Claus
It matters only that we celebrate the ideal of Christian
dist Church last Friday evening,
There will be tato showings, pos- standing pictures as "Sign of the Christian Endeavor will not hold
said was a broken neck at a local
as he led a parade over the streets
birth, the regenerative spirit which gave us life and hope, and
December 16.
bly three, the second beginning Cross," "Cleopatra." "The Cru- its regular meeting, due to the cf Murray under the
hospital Monday morning. He did
brilliant street
that we share the assurance and trust that this is our ChristThe home was beautifully deco- t 7:30. The Rev, A. V. Havens, sades," "The Plainsman,"
not lose consciousness until shortly
"The showing of the "King of Kings." lights Saturday evening between
ç rated with silver bells, holly and
mas, the anniversary of the day that Christ was born! What
before he died. Before the accistor of the church, declaring the Buccaneer," and other motion pie- The annual Christmas tree prO- i the hours of five and seven o'clock.
mistletoe.
Games and contests 'film to be the most elaborate
does an hour matter, a day, a year, in the life of such as
dent, he was in perfect health.
and ture immortals.
gram of the Sunday school will
They were people who had con-.
were
enjoyed
after
which
the
gifts
Jesus! In December or June, his birth is just as much a part
akillful presentation of the life of
Although no admission will be be held Friday night at 6:30. The rdence in Santa Claus. and you
A prominent farmer of the South
were exchanged, when each unChrist in motion picture form, said charged, Havens said, the church mid-week meeting will be held could see the trust in the children's
of the spiritual influence governing growth as is our faith
Pleasant Grove community,. Mr:
known friend made herself known.
the showing would come as a stewards will take a free will of- Wednesday night at 7 o'clock.
Bradley had instituted methods by
eyes as the.y gazed
in Heaven!
upon the
Following this the guests were
Which he had make his own parcheructic cheeks of tho most weldirected to the dining room. .The
Celebration of Christmas is a celebration of the birth
ticular type of agriculture a succome guest in any child's living
lace covered table had for its
ces.
of love, for Jesus was love; it is a celebration of faith and
room.
centerpiece a red and crystal
Brad minded, a visionary, he
purpose, beauty, truth, and justice, the rights of man, nobility
And Santa made them happy.
Christmas tree surrounded
by
coupled foresight with marvelous
and good, the -Upward climbing urge, the climax and achieveHe talked to them. took them in
Christmas
greens
and
white
industry and built around him an
his arms, gave them candy kisses.
tapers.
Delightful refreshments
ment of unseen divinity.
export confidence not in ordinary
Then there was music frcm the
were served with Mrs. D. C. Clan- Former Resident of This county
Ledger
Times
The
&
Plans
most
to
Make
Beth
Exterior and
men.
Leaves Numerous Local
Be inspired to givetat Christmas! The giver's heart is
college
eriscrnbles,
ton presiding at the coffee sersinging
of
heartily wishes for its readers
Interior Suitable for Modern
He is survived by his widow,
Residents
carols, speeches, and always the
bigger than the most, and in the supreme fullness of his joy
vice. Carnations were given as
advertisers the most pleasand
Dry
Goods Store
Mrs. Minnie Bradley; by three
tall delicately lighted Christmas
souvenirs by the hostess.
in giving, he gladdens hearts of others.
urable of Christmases and the
daughters, Mrs. Ozella Mills, Mrs.
Word was received here Monmost delightful of New Years.
W. E. Sparks, proprietOr of the tree glowed cheerfully in the
Lucille Adams, and Miss Ermalee
day
of
the death of Mrs. Roy Jones
Was it Easter when Christ was crucified? Perhaps it was
Milsteads Have Visitors
poi- our business associates
W. E. Sparks Company store hate. courtyard.
Bradley, all of the county, by two
Mayor George Hart welcomed
OF
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Milstead had of Amarillo, Tex. Mrs. Jones reChristmas. Surely there he gave the greatest gift of all!
and others. we will keep our
successors to Ryan's, announced
Sons, Curtis Bradley, and Cincinas their Sunday dinner guesta Mr. ceived a fall abaut a month ago
open throughout the
office
Monday that as soon as possible Santa Claus, who responded to the
nati. and Esco Bradley, Chicago;
Devoutness, serenity and cheer, confidence in ,00als to
and Mrs. W. H. Miller and sons, which resulted in a broken hip. Christmas season. ansl will be
after the first of the year the introduction; Mrs. N. •P. Roberts,
and Is> a brother. Albert Bradley,,
Cyrus and Gene, Miss Eva L. She was carried to the St. Ancome and unquenchable faith in something forevermore about
open both Saturday and Mon- company will start remodeling ita program chairman of the Garden
Paris, Tenn. He had also four I
Club which sponsored the event,
Perry and James Marshall Over- thony's Hospital where she was reto be—may those be yours for Christmas! May yours be a
day preceding and following
store.
grandchildren and two uncles and
vering nicely when she suffered
spcke briefly. All the time Ralph
cast. Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. TurnChristmas.
happy
Yuletide!
A
teciMplete
new
ni
o
-derii— fio
-rit Wear and his Boy Scouts along
aunts residing in this county.
bow, and sons. Tom, Bob, and a heart attack Tuesday. December
Again, Merry Christmas!
will be put in as well as interior with Burman
Ms- Bradley was a member of
13, which resulted in her death
Parker and his dep0. B., Jr.
work
to
make
the store more at- uties were keeping order
the South Pleasant Grove Methoand diMrs. Shelia Bray Petty, of Paris. Sunday, December 18.
tractive.
New deeper windows recting traffic. Prof.
dist church and was a leader in
Mrs. Jones was before her marPrice Doyle,
is visiting in the home of her
will
be installed and the balcony Miss Daisy
Its organization
and activities.
Hinkle and others
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bray. riage Miss Oma Wrather, daughin the store will be changed.
Funeral services was held at the
from the college assisted in singMrs. Sally St. John was the din- ter of the late John Wrather of
church Tuesday afternoon at 2
The bankrupt sale is already ing.
ner guest of the Parleys Sunday in the Coldwater vicinity. She was
o'clock. and burial followed in the
closed, and after the remodeling
the sister of Frank Wrather of
The Garden Club today expressMurray.
church cemetery.
The Rev. 0.
H. E. Webdell ,father of Mrs. program will open with a com- ed its appreciation to all who were
Mr. and Mrs. John Meador, Mr. this county, Dr. J. R. Wrather. of
plete
C. Wrather. Union City, Tenn.. and
new
Amarillo,
stock
Tolley,
and
Wrather
Bryan
J.
T.
D.
was
B.
of
buried
in Mobmerchandise, instrumental In makIng the puband Mrs. Joe Meador of Memphis
the Rev. K. G. Dunn conducted the
erly, Mo., last Saturday after he including ladies ready-to-wear.
lic Christmas party the unique
and Jackson, Tenn., were dinner of Kilgore, Tex.
Mrs. James Hansford Doran, winfuneral rites.
She
leaves
also
four
sisters, Mrs. had died on Thursday when an
Plans are now being drawn for success it undoubtedly was.
guests of their mother. Mrs. F. L.
CHILD FAILS TO SEE
Pallbearers were L. C. Paschall. ner of second prize and $175 in
Flossye
Carwile, Mrs. Liza Broach. operation was unsuccessful.
He approval and work will start as
Meador, Sunday.
SANTA CLAteAS WIRE
Conn Spencer, Lushen Hart. Tom the Courier-Journal and Louisville
and Mrs. Myrtie Ingram all of was about 68 years old.
soon after January 1 as possible,
Mn, W. E. Dick in Murray
Wilkerson, Treman Miller, and Times Statewide Home - and Farm
GASHES THROAT WOUND
Although Mrs. Tolley was un- depending on the weather.
Mrs. W. E. Dick was in Murray Amarillo, and Mrs. Mattie Will.
Jasper Hart.
Improvement'contest, returned last
Friday night and was the guest iams of Los Angeles; Calif. Her able to attend the funeral, she
Little Bob Goebel Neale, 5night from Louisville where she
in the home of Mrs. Walter Wilk- husband, four children, a stepson was with her father a week before
and several grandchildren survive. death came.
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. inson,
and her husband had been the
The West Fork Baptist church
Bryan Neale, cut his chin seguests of the newspapers sponsorMrs. W. B. Scruggs. Mr. and Mrs.
today extended an invitation to
verely Saturday afternoon late
Carlos Scruggs
ing the contests.
were Paducah
all Baptists of the Blood River
as he waited for the coming of
visitors Monday.
Mrs. Doran and her husband live
Association to attend an "old.
Mrs. Encch White and baby
on a 40-acre farm about two and "'Santa Claus for the Christmas
Haron West Scores 10 Pohnts to fashioned meeting such as our
spent Sunday with Mr. White, a
tree program when he ran into
By REV. SAM P. MARTIN, Pastor First Baptist Church
a half miles northwest of Lynn
Lead All Scorers; Murray
fathers and mothers and their
Sheriff Ira Fox and his deputies
patient in the Keys-Houston clinic.
Grove on a Murray rural route. a barbed wire fence on the
No religion but that which honors Jesus Christ as the miraculously
Shows up Well
fathers and mothers had years
Monday mornrng discovered a
Mrs. Frank Bray, who has been
courthouse
grounds.
They have been married four years,
ago" which will be held Thursday
(See "Hazel Party", Page Twc) begotten Son of God can have a Christmas season. Pagan religions and
1929 Chevrolet sedan automobile and Mrs.
The heavy barbs caught the
Murray High School's Tigers. on morning. January 5, beginning at
Doran, who is the daughall others that come from such may have many quaint feticals celebelonging to Irvin Beasley after
lad just under the chin bone
ter of Noah Harrison, used to be
brating birth, commemorating death, propitiating the gods in time of the trail of county and possibly 10 o'clock.
" it had been stolen Saturday night. a school teacher
district championship. trimmed a
and ripped across his throat.
Fellowship and song worship will
and rendering thanksgiving in days of harvest and victory.
distress,
cases
two
similar theft
As in
good _passing team from Hazel on be order of the,day during the asHospital officials required five
She has dark hair and is slim
best
But
that
the
can
reeently,
be
such
said of
occasions is that they are 4uaint the Murray floor Tuesday night
the wheels had been
-stitches to close the wound
sembly. Diener will be spread on
and industrious. She took home
taken from the car and the tires
The following is the divinely authentic record of the wonderfully 20-9. It was Murray's second win the ground
at noon, with each
economics at Murray State College,
People
this
vicinity
in
get
will
were gone. When discovered, the
miraculous birth of the blessed Son of God and the miraculously lived. in as many times on the floor. It person in attendance contributing
of which school she is a graduate.
a chance to find out for themselves
car was on a side road three
won
the
first
game
from
film
Kirksey
life
upon
by
this
in
earth,
which He brought life and immortality
food.
The home which won the prize
just what National championship
miles northeast of Murray east of
to. light-The record is that of Matt. 1:18-25. Now the birth of Jesus last week 31-14.
is a cute little bunglow with three
beef tastes like.
Cecil Holland's place. When stolen,
The game started slowly, and it
rooms and a kitchenette. They
Tolley & Carson, local grocers. Christ was on this wise.
It was at the Almo crossing where
"When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came was not until the final moment of
have put-chased the National chambuilt the home two years ago, and
Beasley had left it a few moments.
the initial period that either team
with Bute Doran. James H's fathWord was received here Wed- pion 4-H Club 6-months-old steer together, she was found with child of the Holy Ghost. Then Joseph her
The car bore a McCracken county
and have the star grazer all cut up husband, being a just man, and not willing to make her a public was able to slip the ball through
er
aiding
the
carpentry
in
work
nesday
morning
of
the
death
of
license tag.
,he netting. Then Haron West,
it was erected at a cost of only Mrs. Ila Duncan, about 50, who in fancy pieces ready for the pot example, was minded to put her away privily. But while he thought
Prtncipal Ed Filbeck of the
Murray center, made good a charMurray high school arinourred to$800:
died in Detroit late Tuesday night. or skillet. The prize=winner was on these things, behold, the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in ity toss,
0d
the
quarter
closed
day names of six boys wisp have
The dining room is a dream, and She had been ill for more than a grown by a 4-H Club girl in Kan- a dream, saying. "Joseph,
thou son of David, fear not to take unto 1-0. Murray.
sas.
been chosen from his school to be
there is the loveliest built-in cabi- year.
Both
teams
contributed
thee
with
thy
Mary,
wife; for that which is conceived in her is of the Holy
The ribbon designating the winmembers of the Schoolboy Patrol
net. The wallpaper harmonizes
Only surviving close relatives
marke
-er
during
the
next
period, in
Ghost. And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name
this county. an organization deperfectly.. Mrs. Dbran has an oil re two sisters, Mrs. Willie Wells. ning of first prize and the steer's
but
Murray's
margin
at the 'half
signed to bring about safety in the
Mrs. Mary Lou Harris. about 65, stove in the kitchenette.
Almo. and Mrs. Myrtle Wells, of tail are on display in the grocery JESUS; for he shall save, his people from their sins." Now all this was was 9-3. In the
third qaurter,
done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the
county.
who died of complications at her
When you go down in the base- Califcrnia, and a daughter, Mrs,.., here,
Hazel drew within two points of
The boys voted on by the student
home near Almo Saturday, was ment, you become aware instantly Ben Hood, Bowling Green. She is
prophet, saying, Behold, a virgin shall
with, child, and shall bring the fighting
Tigers, but
field
buried Sunday at Cole's Camp of the industry of this modern survived also by several nieces
forth a *son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being in- goals by Farley. Williams, Smith, body after they had qualified in
Grourld after funeral services had housewife. There are row on row and nephews in this county.
terpreted is, God, with us. Then Joseph, being raiseds from sleep did and West put Murray far ahead. grade requisitions, in the order of
the vote cast. are Joe Ward, RichFuneral nor burial arrangements
br;en preached at Flint church of canned fruit and vegetables, and
The lineups:
as the angel had bidden him, and took upon him his wife; And knew
ard Jone;, Henry Jones, TOM Penearlier in the day.
they not only connote something were not complete at presstime.
Murray 20
Pos,
Basel
8
her
not
had
till
she
broug,ht
forth
firstborn
her
son;
called
and
he
Mrs. Zerris was formerly Mrs.
ton, J. D. 'Outland. and Noble McSmith 5
E. A. Trovillion, manager of his name Jesus."
Miller
tastefully satisfying, but colorfully
Dougal.
Lonnie Short. Her maiden name
Murray's National and Beale hotels,
Kingins
Cochran
3
pleasant as well.
We offer the following brief comment upon the foregoing record
was Trevathan.
She was the
announced today the new Beale
WOst 10
Turnbow
Hansford has his work shop out
Mother of the following surviving
hotel will be ready for its formal (regardless of whether or not December 25 is the day on which the Farley 3
G
Alton 8
in
a
new
smokehouse
and
garage
children: Mrs. Amos Wells, Miss
Son
blessed
of
God
was born) kept and authorized by the Holy Ghost, Patterson
cpening January 1.
G
Dunn 3
Nellie Short. and Norval_ Short. he's 'built in the rear of the house.
The regular annual meeting of
Substitutions, Murray. Williams
With a capacity for 50 guests, the and is therefore authentic in every particular, and is the most wonBaothors who survive are Elmus In the basement too it the basket
ffie stockholders of the Peoples new hotel will be equipped with derful message of the most wonderful birth, followed by the incom- 2, Robertson. Ward: Hazel, Chris"and Hubert Trevathan. She was of Potatoes he won first prize on
at the county fair, and he's got Saving Bank will be held Tuesday, colorful furnishings and will cater parable life, the world has ever seen or will ever see, just because it is man, Hendon, Littleton, Referee,
a nwrnber of the Baptist church.
January 10, at 1 O'clock. in the both to transient and resident the record of the birth of the only begotten Son of God full
of grace John Miller, Murray State.
some lespedeza he had on exhibit
More than 500 kiddies are exbank building. and officers will be patrons.
and truth. Christmas therefore centers our thoughts and affections
at the fair that's three feet tall.
pecting the time of their lives
Mr. and Mrs.l
elected, it was anncunced today. •
.George R. Robinson,'
on
the
child
Mrs. Dorap kept a complete recJesus.
cradle
His
and Christmas are forever associated. I Cu
Saturday morning at 10 o'clock
Other business will come be- Paris, will be residential managers.
ord of everything she did in the fore the stockholders.
God himself joined them together. The ruthless hand of man cannot,
when the Capitol Theattre will preand Charles McClean will be assistway of improvement since the consent Bobby Breen singing his Pay
ant. Charles Hastings. Paris, will even though it desires, tear them apart. Christmas exalts the home
into their hearts in the film verAll schools under the county ed- test' started several months ago.
tfnd glorifies'the family life. The real Christmas spirit therefore takes the
assist in clerical duties.
Kelsey R. Cummins, Caldwell sion of "Down the River" and with
ucation system will close for the
Willard Davidson, manager of t.achings of the Bible about Jesus and all-truths connected by divine
Christmas holidays Thursday after- SCHROADER OFFERS REWARD
the National hotel, will be general irrangement with His name seriously and joyously protesting against county schoolteacher, announced the film a good old-fashioned
today he would be a candidate for Christmas
treat. consTiiing of
noon and will not resume student
manager of the two local hostelries. all form of
selfishness by cergering our thoughts and affections on State Senator in the Lyon, Trigg, oranges, candy
activities until Tuesday, January
and apples.
B. F Schroeder. prominent MurHim. And why not this spirit? Is it not because we have confined Mir Calloway, and Caldwell Senatorial
The Christmas Party is smnissred
2, acording to a statement made ray dealer in wood and milling,
COUNCIL MEETS
Christianity to special days and have forgotten or ignored the high District,
by the theatre in cooperation With
today by Superintendent T. C. offered today a reward ot $5.011 to
The Murray City Council met
County Agent J. T. Cochran anIncumbent Senator in the dis- the Ledger & Times. P-TA. Red
Arnett.
anyone who will furnish him in- nounced today his office and that in regular bi-monthly session Fri- levels of spiritual living, on other days? We declare that it is not in
The provision, approved by the formation leading to recovery of of the Agricultural 'Conservation day night of last week, but the His purpose nor has it, ever been in His purpose that He should be trict named is T. 0. Turith-, Mur- Cross and Troop 45 of the Boy
ray.
county board of education, includes a 1-horse electric motor, which he Program will be closed from 11 business of
Scouts of Murray W. R, Moser is
the hour was routine remembered one day in the week or year and forgotten three hundred
Mr. Cummins' formal announce- in charge of the distribution of
all high schools and one- and two- alleges was, stolen from his mill o'clock this Saturday until 8 o'clock in character, featuring
the passing and,sixty-four days. It is a travesty on the spirit of Christmas to lavish ment will appear in an
early issue ,tickets to children who wish t
room schools in the county.
about three weeks ago.
Wednesday morning of next week. of accounts.
(Continued on Page Fear)
of this newspaper.
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North Hazel.
last Thursday
guests in the
I Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wilkin•
,,fand Mrs. Elmus Mitchell
h:me of Mr. and Mrs. L.
of Simmons.
A. WU!son of Murray v:ere guests of Mr.
son.
Dr. W M Price. Pulaski county,
40114( 7Usiaday.
"
and
Orders for limestone by Maro
Mrs.
W.
Homes Agra
E
,Centinued from Page One
Dick Thursday'
on
W.
Morri
E.
s
Parke
Goes to Texas
r owls a caller of
had a 76-bushel per acre yield
night.
Adr.
Mrs.
of
Joe
count
y farmers top tie previous
Mead
j J. 0. Morris, north of town,
ows
of
Johnn
ie Simmons and family gear
le sick in West Hazel. is some 1 Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray an
left
hybri
Stone
d corn an a 6-acre field.
School were away front
d Mr.as
l t Sunday for Dallas.
records.
Wednesday afternoon.
I
ter at this writing.
Tex
land Mrs. A. H. McLeod and son.
borne Thursday when it
business. He will be gone
was deRuck Hendon, Bob Alltaritten.
about I
Attend Fluteral
A. H., JL. wure Murray visitors 10 days
stroyed by fire. A parallel
occurred
or two weeks.
and Warlict Hutssui killed
. and Mrs. N. P. Hendricks Friday evening.
-Friday night when Mr.
Mrs. Lana Hart and Mrs. Georg
and Mrs.
The Christmas Trine
Mond
.Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Hurt
ay.
e
Quartet (ions to Niayfkid
Alfred Downey were away
Hart. of Murray. were in
from
Crawford Lamb. was Wednesday home.
Hamel "Good friends, edierever you
tied the funeral of an old
L. F. Vaughn. I). N. White. O. B. Thursday
Their home was destroyed
visiting Mr. and Mrs.
.be
s•
afternoon visitor of Mr. and Mrs.
hbor and friend. Mrs. Mary Turnbow. and son. 0. B.. Jr.. were
fire.
by
Nothi
Felix
ng was saved.
Denham.
And be it east or west.
Short, of near Alm°, Sunday in Mayfield Wednesday
7'
Johnnie Simmons and children
afternoon
Mr. aial Mrs. Wiley Hatfield
Mr. and Mrs. Cords Cole, Lit- Upon the plain,
moon.
on business.
besid
e
the
Wedne
sea.
night
sday
guest
.of
Mr.
and
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
tle Rcck. Ark., were in Hazel
Whatever place you love the best. Mrs. Kloaus Kitch
SatJoseph Miller -eanic in Friday to urday
. Charles Denham and Mrs.
ell and Children. Mrs. Bill Lawson,
visiting his cousins. Mr.
Across the silence let us
Pete Wiselaart and daughter, Hemte Paschall were Pans visitors spend the Christmas holidays with and Ides.
call,
Mrs. CaJlie Shoemaker, who has
Bowden Cole.
To each of you, and wish you
his parents. Dr. and Mrs. E.
week.
all line, Mr. and Mrs. Klxnus Mickell been ill for some time,
W.
R. 0. Shellrnan and little daugh
is improvA Merry Christmas."
Miller. and family.
and
Aylon
McClure were in Mur- ing.
ter. Cioroless of Paducah. were
Guy Caldwell left Friday
Mrs. Monttie Mitchell was
Mrs. W. B. Miistead. Mrs. Aubvisitors a few days last week
ing for Somerville. Tenn.. to
a ray Monday on business.
Mrs.
Johnn
ie Simmons a n d
in Monday night guest
From West to East
of Mrs. ittie
't her daughter. Mrs. Earl Rog- rey Simmons and son. A. W., were the home of her parents.
daughter, Miss Pernice Mae, who
Mr. and
in Murray Friday shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McClure and
and Mr. Rogers.
Mrs. Miller Marshall. Mrs. Mar- Simmons and children.
had flu are able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jones and
-Sweet Pea," I'm not looking
:hall accompanied her daughter
for Mrs. Wiley Hatfield went out drivAirs. Lois Waterfield
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell and daughwas in Mr. arid Mrs_ Pat Carr. way
Santa Claus either, for if he ti
v:cre home for a few days' visit.
.. ay Friday afternoon on buse Murra
-led ing Thursday afternoon. They went ter, Miss Mary,
and Miss Mary
y visitors Saturday.
Mrs. F. L. Meador. who has to come down this chimney it west and came back east.
Lucille Simmons were Sunday afMr. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton and been quite
would
fall
in
on
Mr.
him
and Mrs. Jessie Simnions terno
sick for several days. is
and I don't
Mrs. Amanda White. of Murray. children. .1,:e Baker and
on callers of Mrs. Monnie
Ann spent feeling some better at
want Save, hurt
and sons, John, Jessie. Robert
this writing.
her house guest. Mrs. R. F. Sunday in
and
Huntingdon. Venn..
Fresh
Hutchens to Visit from Detroit
Pill Edd Hendon were , in Murra
Pork
it of Bells. Tenn.. spent visiting Mrs. Littleton's
y
Clay McClure, "Aunt" Fannie
mother,
Cleave Lax. Doll Hart. Rob Dun- Saturday afternoon.
Cloyce Hutchens of Detroit will
night in the home of Mrs. W. A. Baker who is confi
Wisehart and Mrs. Ed Lovins were
ned arrive in Hazel Monday to
Johnnie Simmons and son, E. H., with
visit can and Elmus Mitchell killed
. R. R. Hicks and Mr. Hicks in to her •room at the home
the number at "Aunt" Mollie
of her his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Elma hogs Tuesday. That /Loans fresh were in New Pa:evidence Saturday. Maa'nerd's birth
daughter. Mrs. Woody.
day dinner Sunday
Hutchens. The latter Mr Hutch- pork for Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson and
at Hazel. We hope for "Aunt"
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller. Mrs. ens is confined to his
R. HALL HOOD
Huston Lax was a caller of his children, Peggy Ann
room with
and Joe Max, Mollie many more happy
Sad Miller and Mrs. Genie Grubbs illness.
birthday CONLINSVIWNW 111.10(
brother, Cleave Lax, Tuesd
1110(
ay and Mrs. Jessie Simmons were dinners.
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Attorney-at-Law
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Frank Littleton. Puryear. Tenn.. morning.
Frida
y
night
guest
s
of
Mr. and
Happ
Was in Hazel Monday on business.
y
Holid
ays!
Oakes Peoples Savings Bank adj. business.
Mrs. Ruth Maynard of Cedar Mrs. Clifton White
.
I hope to be with you all next
Mrs. Maude Orr ape Miss 3darelle . W. C Osbron and daughter. Mrs. Knob was busy
shopping in MurJim Simnions is on the 'sick list
PHONE 71—Res. HO
year. and I wish for each of you
OTT and their visitor, Mrs. Joyce Guy Caldwell. will leave Thursday ray
Monday.
this week.
Orr Stone. of Louisville. spent for Dation S. C.. where they will
a happy New Year—Kentucky Bell.
Mathis Mitchell and •son,, Mozel
l, . Miss Mary Mitchell was a Satspend Christmas with their daugh(Editor's Note: We subscribe to
of Providence were callers of
Mr. urday guest of Miss Marylucille that sentiment hearti
ter
and . sister.
Mrs. Johnnie
ly, Ky. Bell.
Thomps..n and Mr. Thompson and
Indeed we hope you are with us
family.
next year and may yours be a
Mr. and ,Mrs. Coleman, Hurt
happy Christmas).
weir in Illue-fay Monday afteinoon
on business.
s_
Mrs. W. B. Milstead was in
Murray Monday shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. it. R. Hicks and
Everard are leaving Thursday for
It won't be long until lots of
Quincy. Ill., where they will be
little children will be made hapthe guests of their sons, Shelby
py by a visit from old Santa
Mason Hicks and Mr. and Mrs.
Claus.
Rob Roy Hicks and little 5sn.
"Grandma" Guptem mother of
Bobby. during the ighrisimas hobs We wish for you the happie'
George Gupton: died Monday of
days. The Hicks boys are em- eat of happy holidays duri
ng
pneumonia. Her death was unforployed at the Quincy Memorial this Christmas and
New To Our Friends and Clients tunat
Hospital.
e for this community, which
Year season, anda trust that I
Of
Calloway County
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cot, lered her one of its most
Mrs. R. R. Hicks was in Murray the
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aing
s you receive
noble subjects.
Monday. on business.
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nd
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cloys and ••••
Miss Sue Lax. who is making may be four fold.,
children visited Mr. and Mrs.
her hotr.e with ItLes. John Ellis.
SEASON'S GREETINGS! Jame
, Stone and children Satwill spend Christmas with rela- And too, we thank
all of
urday night.
tives near New Concord.
you for the_sattonage you May Your
Mrs. Edd Prince and son are
,Ralph Churchill of Murray was
Christmas Be
have givemlis during the Filled With Joy and Your visiting relatives in Tennessee
in Hazel Monday on business.
this
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Mrs. Dick Miller was in Mur- past year, apd express
New Year Be the Harour
ray Monday shopping.
MIss Putien Has Fla
bor On Which Your
devout wish that we May
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Mr. and Mrs. Bulous Wilson and
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Sincerely,
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Hello! The year 11+38 wiil soon
Mr. and Mrs Toy Duncan 41nd
be gone and we will be starti
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Brenda Sue visited her parent
s.
in a new year.
Mr. and Mrs. Bazzell Sunday.
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Those who were Sunday dinne
r
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every
one a Merry
Mrs. R. A. Myers, Mrs. Jean Weeks
iguests of Mr. an Mrs. Cleve Lax
Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
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IVA !II
Mr.
—K. T. Did
and Mrs. Frank Lax. E. H., arsi
ROf.Z. Mary Lax of New
Concord.
Mrs. Bertha Allbritten. of Arizo
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and Janice. and Bennie Lee Hart
of Macedsnia.
Mrs. Be::ha Allbritten of Arizona and her sister. Mrs. Lindy
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-Monkey
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under the
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directiori of
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sSorry for Fire
day. at the gymnasium. The
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.
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a _burn out. Everything was dethe
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the
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they had to do a lot of fighting
,
Season's Greetings
with a dramatic toech - given
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to keep the fire away from it.
the older students. Special
.May Yours Be a MERRY CHR
music
Miss Eva Mae Williams of Frog
ISTMAS
and solos will be given by
the
and HAPPY NEW YEAR
Creek ets a Seurday night and
mixed 'chorus of the high
school.
Sunday
uest of Mr. and Mrs.
The entire theme will
May We Express Our Appreciation
"s
be re2
Bob Williams dtiieedar Knob.
For
ligious in nature.
Patronage During the Past Year, andYour
T'Uridy Simmons. of Mace- -Zees
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g
those - participating in
donia and Mr .and Mrs. Oren'StrnTrust We Will -Merit It
leading roles will be Herbert
mons .cf New Providence - went
May Christmas bring
Lax.
In 1939
Richa
rd Jones. Frances Sledd. Ivan
-shopping in Murray Monday.
•
you joy and each day
Lamb. and Irri gene Parks.
Sevelel around went to the
PHONE 303
of the year add to your
election Saturday.
Herbert -Lax will bring a
•
solo
from the Messiah. "0
Macedonia school_gave a Christthou That
joy!
Tellest Good Tidings to
mas program and tree Thursday.
Zion." All
grades from the first throuigh
December 19.
the
high
•
schoo
l will participate.
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Cleve Lax and Prentice Hart of
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I
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Coldwater News
- Is Full of Santa
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ADAP

Good Health, Abounding Happiness, and
Abiding Prosperity for the Year

Slay Your Holidays Be Happy Ones!

MURRAY BAKING CO.

'Hello', Says Maid
„
From „.
rimy Section

J. E. LITTLETON & CO.
Hazel, Ky.

tiff

•La
-I) •Mt

It is Our Hope That You May Have a
Christmas Filled and Running Over*
With the Good Things of Life,
Incjuding

May We Wish You Continued Success And Happiness at This Joyous
Christmastide, And All Through
The New Year

•Hi

W. W.COLE'S
GROCERY

A MA MA PStellPf04.Witg?If WA NAMPA

.•

MYERS
BEAUTY SHOP

Isom

%wows

SI

Farmer's Proteges
To Give Program

We Bid You Happy Holidays

REITIN6S

Bicycles
Football
Skates

- To All Our Customers Old and New
!

for the coming
Christmas and New Year

•

Ii

And during this Yuletide ii-eago-,n we tak
e this

opportunity of wishing y_ou many,
many more Happy Holidays!

H. I. NEELY &SON

guess

Hazel, Ky.
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THE HAZEL LUMBER CO.
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I • with every bAy a Merry
Christmas 'and --a Happy New
Years. tEditor's Note: The same
to you. Curly Top.)
CurJy Top

Mt. Cannel Church
Announces Services

•

and Hearty Christmas Greetings

Services at the New Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church.. as announced by.
George Archer. are as follows:
Sendliy. school at 10 o'clock in
the Morning. preaching
at 11
o'clock and again at 6 iScLek
on
Christmas Day. Sunday Decem
ber
23. All members and visito
rs are
invited to attend the servic
es'

•

R.

rAht-HALL. President

N. WHITE. Vice-P4esideni

tit
J. M. MARNHALL. Cashier

W. H. MILLER. /INCL. Cashier
DIRE
CTOR
s
PAS(HALL I Arm ee _ .
WHITE. Retired Merchant and POSi
Master
tired Merchant
'TYL
A OR. 1 artnei
Entniel L. CRAIG. Fanner
INAIRSHAHLI.. Honker and iiimiranr•

OA;A*
W2:1
fA MA MA MA NgSC04PA WA MAMA
KA.MA X

MURRAY LAUNDRY
mtwoma WA MA MAMA WOWA mt:r.v.Ayro.

Compounded of Purest
Drt,23
reheves

COLDS
der ty colds"
!Avow Tablets. Fever and
Salve, name Wells Headackes

A Joyous
Christmas

Happy
New Year
A

We already are receiving toba
cco

will snake
you a LIBERAL ADVANCE or, Tobaand
cco delivered
to our barn.

OAS

TURNBOW
DRUG CO.
Hazsel, Ky.

H'e sincerely appreciate to
faith and confidence th.
farmers of this section have
abovin in as. and sincerely
aish you every good thing at
this happy Christmas, Season.

al
•

TF

factory in which to take
equipped with the best

We will give your tobacco pers
onal
all times and we believe our YEA attention at
RS in buying,
selling and handling tobacco is
worth something
to you.

•

Every
veri abc
))the stat

41

M

IA SOUTH

Growers Loose Leaf Floor
The Pioneer Loose Floor in Murray
",MURRAY'S LEADING FLOOR"

East of Railroad—Opposite Depot—
Phone 475
JACK FARMER, Manager

)104110101.111iNi
1

good warm
of your tobacco;

We have a

May Happiness Be With You
And Yours At Christmas And
Throughout The New Year!

We

Deli

Opening Date, Wed., January
4
A HERRY4

"Itels-fir
-lis
johera
er ia Weedertid

•
1•••••=m••••••••

k

.4;

We Are Still Making Advances
On Deliveri
And Will Be Open All Christmas es to Our Barn,
Week

of non-glare lights.

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully

ZWA

Notice to Tobacco Growers!

care

Cliood Health and Good Cheer .and
Good Fortune Too!
posits Insured by tht. Fetkial
Deposit Insuranc, Cor*',oration. Washington, D. C.

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

Hazel, Ky.
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• something to boast
of and it also for this
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delightful occasion.
PHONE 247, PLEASE
verifies the statement of the
Claus appeared in person and de•• • • •
teachers that the children here
lighted the boys and girls
are all Mrs. Lavender
with
The lineups:
Is Hostess To
good.
his promises of good things to fill
Stitch And Chatter Club
needle 31
Pos.
Dainty refreshments were' serve
Hamel
their stockings on Christmas
d.
Eve.
Holland 4
At the conclusion of the proMembers of the Stitch and
Year'
'-•
s
Impor
tant Deaths
Elkins 6
Chat- gram
ter Club were entertaine
Missionary Society
Now ladies and gentlemen, this
members of the Home DeWith its first team scoring con- Jacks
d Thursday
on 7
Mill
partment and their guests were in- is probably my last comm
afternoon at the home
Sponsors Party
sisten
tly,
Hardin
high school's Haley 3
unicaof Mrs.
Turn:
vited,to the gymnasium where
A Christmas party sponsored
Tommie Lavender. Inf_r
tion
baske
until
tball
1939. All and all 1938
squad defeated Hazel at Trimble 7
demal enby
Dure.,
lightful refreshments were serve was full of joy and
Martin's Chapel Missionary
tertainment was furnished
tranquility, Hardin Friday night by a score
d
SoSubstitutions, Hardin, Thcrnps
and and
Copy for this page should be submitted not later
ciety was given on Tuesday
games enjoyed.
nevertheless, our hearts have
of 31-10.
than Tuesday
night, gifts were exchanged around the
been
2,
Padge
tt
2, Gardner; Has,
afternoon each week.
Hostesses for the occasicn were made sad by the following
from 7 to 9 o'clock at the
The score at the first quarter Scruggs 3, Chrisman, Hend
deaths
home Christmas tree.
on.
Mis. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs. John in 1938: Bob Watson,
of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Ford.
A pretty party plate was
age 9, died was 9-0; at the half 15-6: and at
served Ryan
, Mrs. B.F. Berry, and Mrs.
by the hostess.
Christmas
carols
Stork S wer Honors
the
Jan.
were
end
2;
of
John
the
very
third
M.
quarter 26-9.
Ellen
Armstrong. Miss
Henry Gatlin. The program comIt pays to read our Clemente&
Martha splendidly rendered by the Rev.
Claud Miller will be hoste
Mn.
Meloan, age 63,
Armstrang
ss
Spann, Miss Liza Spann,
next meeting at Top Hat mittee included Mrs. John Ryan,
Mrs. and Mrs. H. L. Lax and daughter,
died
Miss
Jan .12; "P
'e Roach entertained Johnnie B.
Roach
Mrs.
,
Mrs. Dixie Dub- Margaret.
C. C. Duke, Mrs. A. L.
recently
John Dunn, 77.1
ith a stork shower in lin and children,
Rhodes and Mrs. William Purdom.
Jimmie and ReA beautifully lighted tree adorn
honor
died Jan. 25;
Mrs. John Armstrong. becca Ann, Mrs.
•
•
•
•
.
Ethel Roach, Mrs. ed the dining table from
Jennie Finch,
Games
contests 'were enjoyed. Cora Lassiter,
which B. And, P. W. Has certatioas
Laissez Faire Club Has
Mrs. Blue Stubble- gifts brought by each one
Meeting
84, died Jan.
present,
The h oree receive many nice field, Mrs Edna
Garner, Mrs. Flor- were auctioned to the highe
All Day Meeting
and use
26; Buck Carlst bidgifts.
ence Meadow. Mrs. L. H.
The B. and P. W. Club met
Pogue, der.
at
Cleaned and Pressed
ton, 79, died
%fres ents of cake and punch Miss
Memb
ers
six
of
Dorot
the Laissez Faire
o'clock Thursday evening in
hy Moore, and Robert
Fruits, nuts and candy
Were se
• to the following:
were the club rook
Cash and Carry
Jan.
Club
31;
Georg
enjoy
Eugene Armstrong.
e
ed
a Christmas party
t-Tor its annual
served to the 22 present.
Mos
lie Sperm, Mrs. Lou
Thursday at the 'home of Mrs. Roy
Those sending gifts were:
Bingham. 57,
Christmas party. Hostesses
Cleaned and Pressed
Mrs
were
Dodd,
C
Lone Lockhart, Mrs. Harry Coles,
Mrs. C. A. Hale, Mrs. Koska Jones Farmer when an all day meeting
Mrs. Gussie Adams, Birth
died Feb. 12;
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Cash and Carry ..
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day Club Honors
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Mrs. Bennett And Mrs. Churchill Grad
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Mrs. Gracie Hughes,
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serve
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d
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a
decora86.
served at noon. Gifts were ex- died March 31.
Dunn,
Joe
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Add
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changed among the members and
s For Calling For and Delivery
Docia
Mary Mohundro. 81, died
•••e, Hazel Park, Mich., Mrs. Robert Jones in honor of Mrs. motif.
April'
0. K. Bennett of Paducah
Mrs. sally Johnson, Mrs.
A brightly lighted tree with gifts a pleasant, informal day was spent. 11; Ella (Arnold) James, 85,
and
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di'
TEL
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Those present were Mrs. Wells April 12; Etta
Mrs. Ronald Churchill. The love- for everyone present affor
Swadner, Detroit, Mich., and
ded much
72, dieprl
Mrs.
Purcium, Mrs Mermen Doran, Mrs. June 4; Bill Magness,
ly new home was gay with
Laymon Neale.
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emen
t.
81. died June
YuleRonald Churchill, Mrs. Zelna Car- 14; Lonzo Beaman, 72.
tide decorations and the table
The meeting adjourned early
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held
in ter,
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18;
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D.
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h, Mrs.
age 85, died June
members might attmas
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Refry Broach. Mrs. George Hart 30; Doc Palmer. 88, died
motif. A delectable plate lunch tend the Home Depar
tment prolily 3;
Meets At Concord
Mrs. Elliott Wear, Mrs. Herschel! Lubell Sanders, 65,
was served at noon.
gram at the High School.
South Side Square
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•
The
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•
•
0
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r, 76, died Aug. 8; Betreceived lovely
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Hour
club met with Miss Mary
Jack Kennedy, Miss Evelyn Lynn, tie Broach, 84, died Aug.
Alice gifts. Fourteen members and one Home Department Presents
17: Josh
Coleman Thursday afternoon
Mrs. J. I.
Hosick. of
Christmas Party
Dawson Ellison, 84, died Aug. 20: Maggie
for visitor, Mrs. T. K. Kinney, were
their
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regul
gs,
prese
Fulch
ar
Mrs.
nt.
meeti
A.
er,
V. Havens. Mrs.
67, died Aug. 22; Bob
•Shoes
ng. Everyone
On Thursday evening, at the Foreman Graham, Mrs.
was in a gala, Christmas)
F. E. James, 84. died Sept. 5: Pat Mor, mood
•Houseslippers
High School auditorium. the H.-2rrie Crawford and the hostess.
and enjoyed many new, surpr
gan,
31, died Sept. 20: Mollie Dratise Woman's Club Cook Books Department presented a beautiful
games.
•Ladies' Hose
ton, 88. died Nov. 5; Letta
Have Been Received
Saunprogr
am
which
Plans
ders, 38, died Nov. 16; Azilee
they opened to
were formulated for the
DR. STUTTS
•Men's Socks
The Murray Wcman's Club neW
Story,
the interested public. The stage
Christmas party to be held
60, cried Nov. 29; Judge
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at cook books are off the -press and
Sudciie
•Children's
with its background including a
Mrs. Robert Young's Wednesda are avail
Brooks, 81, died Dec. 1.
The 30 Minute ITCH Treatment
y
able to all who wish large
Socks
Christmas tree and huge red
Only one application necessary.
evening with husbands and young them.
Four of the deceased were memThe book contains the best
bows, made a lovely setting for No grease—no mess—no soiled bers of
men friends of the members
• Ladles' Bags
Church of Christ, 8 were
as recipes of some very fine cooks the
clothing or bed linens. No time
program of songs and dances lost
special guests.
and
from school. To prevent ITCH Baptists, 7 Methodists, 2 Presbyis
bound in an attractive which
• Galoshes
was given by pupils of the use Dr. Stutt's
A survey was made, with the waterproof
terians, and one member of
Germacidal
cover designed by Mrs. Kryst
Holial Smith studio from Padu- pbur Soap -daily. Sold by— -Sul- ness Church. All
help of the faculty to deter
of whom were
mine Mary Ed Mecoi‘Hall.
cah.
Benton. and Murray. Santa
if Santa Claus had listed all
of
my
Dale
acqua
intan
&
Stubblefield
Those desiring books may purce and were highthe
children in the community.
ly respected.
We chase them.lrom Mrs. C. . Farmer.
learned he never misses a home treasurer,
At
the
end
of the past several
or from the chairman of
in this vicinity and we think
years I have written these death
it the different departments.
reports which impressed me most.
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W. G. Swann Gives Stag Supper
Among other things that Mrs.
W. G. Swann was host Tuesday
Noah Warren of Las Vegas, Nev., We Are More Tha
evening at his home at a stag supn Grateful For
sent us, was a petrified horne
per for a number of his friends.
Have Given Us Throughout The The Patronage You
d
Year And Express
toad—solid rock—which was
A delicious menu was served and
dug
Our Deep Concern For Your
out while excavating in the
Continued
an informal evening was enjoyed.
great
Well-Being
American desert. It has some
Covers were laid for Vernon
5
horns, long and sharp. No such
Stubblefield, Jr.. Hilton 'Hughes.
MAY THE SEASON'S
things in Kentucky. According
Gene Hughes, W. T. Sledd, -Jr.,
OFFERINGS OF CHEER
to
Las Vegas Journal, gold and other
Indeed You'll Find Our
Robert Williams. Tony Thurman.
BE PLENTIFUL
valuables are being dug out of old
Store the Nucleus for
Everett Ward Outland. Pat Covabandoned mines. These are facts!
ington, Frank Ryan. Al Robinson.
the City's Trade
Out toward Concord they (?) bored
Bill Milstead, John Goodin, Gene
This
for oil ,20 years ago. Ask Jim
Boyd. George Hart. Gingles Wallis,
CHRISTMAS!
Page amp Will Kirkland. Wait
Nat Ryan Hughes and the host,
a •._
minute! Hold the phone!
• • • • •
...
and
best
wish
-Chee
es
thro
rioo"
ugh
of Michian reported
Alice Waters Missionary Society
all the coming year to ail a religious discussion at Ferndale
Meets At Mrs. Overbey's
betwe
the
en Riley and Overton. Then
many New York Life
Mrs. Buren Overbey opened her
Insurance policy holders, -Cheerioo" flew out of the Buzhome Monday afternoon for a joint
zard Roost and nicknamed Mr.
Truetone Radios (battery, elec
meeting of all circles of the Alice To You and Yours:
tric) $9.95 up
May friends, and associates. In- Overton.
Money couldn't hire me
Waters Missionary Society. She your hearts and
homes be clude insurance in your bud- to write
disrespectful of my de• Electric Grills
was assisted in entertaining by gay with
love and laughter get for 1939 and be sure of nomination
$1.09
Mrs. L. R. Putnam, Mrs. Jesse
Santy Claus.
• Electric Irons
the future happiness of your please send. meDear
this happy season.
.98
a coconut!!
Wallis, Mrs. Burnett Warterfield.
love
d ones.
• Electric Toasters
I saw a lone, large St. Bernard
Mrs. C. A. Hale, Mrs. W. A. Bell.
dog standing wistfully on a crowdMrs. Joe Baker and Mrs. A. F.
• Electric Mixers
ed street in Murray. I said. "come
Doran.
•Electric Heat Pads
to me good doggy-. Then he came
Miss Alice Waters conducted the
to me and manifested his gratitude.
• Electric Razors
devotional exercises. Short talks
It pays to be friendly.
New York Life Insuranc
were made by Mrs. L. R. Putnam.
• Waffle Irons
e
L. H. Pogue will preach Sunday
Mrs.'W. A. Bell, Mrs. Max Hurt.
Company
(Christmas
• Scooters
day) at
and Miss Oneida Wear after which
Coldwater
Cordie Rushing
Reliable Since 1845
Church of Christ at 2:30 p. m.
little Miss 'Barbara Ashcraft fav• Wagons
Now
to all the readers of The
ored the guests with a song. Carols
Therefore the Most Appropri
WiliAtilOirikiNitliti
ate Time to Tell You
Ledger & Times: May you enjoy
were sung by the group with Mrs.
How Greatly I Apprecia
Bicycles
$23.95
the
Christmas holidays supremely
Watches
te Your
E. A. Tucker at the piano. The
.98
is the prayer of ole man "Eagle".
Goodwill
Footballs
Pocket Knives
meeting was dismissed with prayer
.79
.25
by Mrs. W. J. Mecoy.
Vacuum Coffee
Skates
.92
I Wish For You and Your
Families a Merry
A social hour followed during
Makers
$2.95
Christmas and a Prospero
which games were enjoyed, and a
us
Christmas tree with gifts was feaNew Year
If Your Need Is a Utility, Nam
e It!
tured.
We've Got the Best for the Least!
A dainty tea course was served
Sincerely
in the dining room where the
table was draped with a lovely
Christmas is close, and I think
lace cloth and held as a centerevery one around is expecting
piece a tiny lighted tree surrouridSanta. Hope no one gets disapA. Talmadge Crawford
ed with burning tapers. Mrs. Max
Nix Crawford
pointed.
Home Owned
Hurt and Mrs: G. C. Ashcraft preCommodore
Orr killed
hogs
sided at the table.
Monday.
• There were fifty-three present
County Court Clerk
Mrs. Odie Morris assisted Mrs.
Delmus Paschall -ist preparing dinner for hands that Mr. Paschall
had helping cover his house FriWe extend to you Christmas Gree
day of last week.
Will, and may Boundless Holiday tings and Good
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and
Cheer be forever
yours.
Mrs. Delmus Paschall and son,
Calvin. were in Paris shopping
To our ever-widening circle of
Monday.
Frie
mers, we are especially grateful thisnds and CustoMrs. Bud Key was in Paris
year.
shopping Monday.
Wishes Well to Aunt Missouri
Aunt Missouri Wilson of Detroit,
we are wishing you a very happy
Christmas.
Your Corner Drug Store
Aunt Nannie Swann's mother
has,, a bunch of little chicks almost
two weeks old that are doing nicely. Let's try to help eat them the
first days of early spring.
—Humming Bird
PtfiCC
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

Stella Gossip

Hardin Tips Hazel
31-10 Friday Night

GET READY FOR CHRISTMAS
Special

SUITS
O'COATS
DRESSES

BOONE CLEANERS

ru -pc IDI

ADAMS SHOE
STORE

#1
1 10IWAWAPSAWAIIA 11110WANA MiTAW011
61111

To You and Yours Everywhere

ACCESSORIES for
the HOME
the AUTO
the SHOP

ON
THIS
The Most Joysome
Holiday of the
Whole Year!

Nrs

4

FARMER & HART DRESS SHOP

i

This Is Season Of
Greetings

R. H. THURMAN

PARTS

WNW V:*AtibitiViiNiON
1111MINAIVAIIIVANAMPINAMAMAIWA
WAMe

Christmas Vies
With Hog Killing
on Puryear Route

WESTERN AUTO STORES

rtsfPriWA WAIOWA WA WA WA WAWA WOI.VIA XlisfMAWelt.

MilWA 1Z
We Are Now Receiving Tobacco for the Ope
ning Sal-msmie
101
JANUARY 4th.

Deliver Your Tobacco To Us Now
We Will Make You An Advance

16
Ark

•
THE BIG BARN NEAR TOWN ON SOUT
H FIFTH
STREET, JUST OFF THE COURT SQUA
RE

fifiltAMIWINTOW010911447010
1437010(UN%
X
on £1111TH . C000 WILL TOWilfil) ALL mcn..
1938
•
•
Cie
•
:▪st

Every basket of tobacco gets indi
vidual attention here. We know
that grade tit
for grade you will get more for
your tobacco on this floor than any
other in AI
the state. Your satisfaction is
!AF.
our success.

•

/111

•

t Murray Loose Leaf Floor
SOUTH FIFTH STREET

Phone 337

KENTUCKY

--OPEN PAY AND NIGHT
BY fait dealing we
hissers who will be

MI

have inspired full confidence of the
fully represented this season.

WOW"
-011111C1

+CHRISTMAS JOY4

JUST SOUTH OF THE COURT
SQUARE

BUNNIE FARRIS, Manager
MURRAY

buyers

Price Reduction
brings cost ofnew-

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

To You, and You, and
You—Our Friends, Neighbor
s
and Customers. We Glad
ly Join With Others
Whose Privilege It Has
Been To Serve
You In Sending Our
Heartiest
Greetings For Christma
s
and the New Year

and manufac-

•
WilliAIR/01111/111N W

W. T. SLEDD & CO.
WI:* AliAIR MXKb WM MINN*

JOHNSTON'S FATHER DIES
Joe C. Johnston, Murray resident
now employed at the Western
Kentucky State Hospital in Hopkinsville, was called last Week to
Greenville, Ky., because of the
death of his father, J. F. Johnston, 91.
It Pays te Read the Chaelflede

DOWN 10
ON 1.1(
*Delirered a!
Pontiac, Michigan. Prices subject to change without notice. Transportation, state
and local taxes (if
any), optional
e q uipment and
accessories extra.

1-IP

18 Thrifty 100-Pound
HOGS FOR SALE
Each
Absolutely
Healthy
and Without Disease
-- ran Make`Bargain
Must Sell Within Two Weeks

GILMER McCLURE
MURRAY. ROUTE 5
Located Near Midway, Between
Murray amid Basel

advantage of price
cuts up to $92—one of the
industry's biggest! Why
drive one of the lowerpriced cars vihen for a
difference of only 12e a
day you can buy a Pontiac
Take

mommme,

—America's
priced car.

finest

L S. ANDERSON MOTOR CO.
11111•141 N. 7th St. Mariiiid, Ky.lee
'

low-

I

.GE FOUR
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siiketkedilltAbuilidad (11100) rapt to above can* alir the purpose or feed: thintee,
In Memory
K. G. Dunn Fills I Lynn Grove Beats
a mato at Ube* peed; dunce division ''ef Agypiwv, and
MO feet,
four hun- herein expent, le shall proceed (524 thence
of my darling moth- sou* with in old
Regular Service 1 Almo Friday 26-20 erInwhomemory
dred and fifty-sin (456) feet to to offer for We teethe court house 'feet *to the passed away 5 years ago toLynn Grove was viclorious in a
a .0ake on the
it side of -State domeitt MtuTey. Kentucky, to the. -gratitor, obtained
day. December 20, 1033
Sunday at Grove I gam,
that see-sawed back and
God alone knows how we miss Highway No. 94: this point twenty ttighest. Udder at (public auctidn. described propert:,
Coati.

IMO

dation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and 'The
Times-Herald, Octcibee 10, 1928
,Published by The Calloway Pubbehing Company, Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky

above
by -deed oated
forth Friday night at Ahno by a
----(20) feet south of -bench )/k -No. on Monday, the 28th day of De- Nov 12th, 1924. aucl recorded in
you
Bro. K. G. Dunn filled his regu- score of 26-20.
205 on said highway; themes 'Muth cember, 1988, at k o'clock or theree Dead Boo* 50. pase•173, Calloway
Melcan and John S. Neal
Publishers
In this sinful world below,
Reeve& Lynn Grove guard, was
with the west edge of said high- about tsinee_ing county court Ceunty Clerk's Offiresdableh deed
S. Neel
Editor and Advertising Manager lar appointment at Pleasant Grove
But
we
know
you're
home
in
Sunday and Sunday night. The high point man of the evening,
way two hundred forty-tex (246)
Oh a chedit of ale months, is,referred to for full.idarneulars.
Heaven
the Peetothee. Murray. Kentucky: as-second class mall matter. Rev and Mrs. Garvin Cole, of garnering 10 points Puckett and
feet to a stake; thence south about the Øllowing described 9r09•117 Said deed is on record in th, ofWhere
we
,
all
do
lung
to
go.
Arkansas, were present for the Herndon for Ahem led their learn
eighty-five (85) degrees five (5) belnE and lying in Calloway Coun- fice of the Clerk of the Calloway
services end were dinner guests of with 6 points each.
W.
Minutes
of
with
side
ty,
. ee
the mouth
Kedttocky, town:
County Court in Deed
"Peaceful be your silent slumber.
Mr and Mrs. Galon Myers. Mrs.
The score at the first quarter
garden seven hundred (TOO) feet
PLO? I' A Dart of tbe
0/81.
11K
Peaceful
in
thy
grave
so
low,
Cole is a daughter of Mr. and was 9-2 in favor of Lynn Grove:
HI: Also telleveio
Bo)PLOT
the
10•Al. EDITOR/AL Mrs. Lee Myers.
You no more will know our heart- to a stake; thence north parallel Cho See. 36 8. 2 R. 4 E. and gSet
at the half it was 18-12; and the
With section line two thousand of the S. W. Qr. of Sec. 25 T. 2 B. oliewing .property, to-Wit.
Ate
.
1111
.
aches.
00IATION
The presiding elder of Paris dis- third quarter closed 36-18. Lynn
four hundred and eighty-two feet 4 E., and bounded as
at en iron stake tiro booked
No more our sorrows know.
/933 trict. Bro. C. N. Jolty. writ preach Grove's second
team lust to Almo's
to a stake on quarter section line; ginning St, a rock at *sit
-four (234) feet Sault f
here Christmas morning after Sun- seconds by a score of 15-12. Almo
s 1"But we hope again to meet you thence east with the quarter sec- dary line of the Sec. sixty-four northeast corner of the lino
day School. '
011iallitY JAIIVM r
plays Calvert City at Calvert City
tion seven hundred (700) feet to (64) poles north of the S. W. of is seven (7) feet south 01cur CT
When the days of life have fled
tonight
(Thursday).
Stork Sewing Arrive
Selbscription Rates:-In First Congressional Distr.rt and Henry and
And in heaven with joy to greet the point of beginnine, contain- the north quarter of Sec 36; thence State highway on west ¶155
semis* Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1 50. lithewhere $2.00. Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin. of The lineups:
ing forty (40) acres more or less eighty-six and one-Nerd% (8614) IL street runs thence west
you
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market Detroit. arrived here Apt Friday. L.Grove
Poe
Aline 29
Where no farewell tears are shed." Being part of land deeded to Omar one hundred twenty-six (126) poles ninety-five (95) feet to E. d
furnished upon application.
F
Armstrong 4
Mr. Erwin has been VIiinloyed in Puckett 6
Wells in deed book 63. page 612, to a stake with post oak and three ton's east line, thence soth
-Mary Easley
Lampkins
F
Todd 4
Detroit for some time.
Calloway County Court Clerk's small red oaks as pointers; thence. hundred (100) feet to a g
!Samuel F. Crider, Martin. Tenn.:
C
Hai t 3
Funeral
services
for
Porter Herndon 6
office, Murray, Kentucky.
South East fifty-six and one- thence East about ninelY-Ilve
G
Solon Hendrickson, Benton. C. C. Bradley were held Tuesday after- Edwards 1
Reeves 10
Another tract described as fol- fourth (58%) poles and four (4) feet to the Charnbets Iptle or soup
G
Jordan. Black Oak, Ark.: R D. noon at Pleasant Grove church. Bedwell 2
Hall 3
lows: A portion of the south links to a hickory, the southeast
Street; • three- North ode
Substitutions: Alma Hopkins 5.
east quarter of section 24. T. 9. R. corner of said tract; thence North hundred (1001 fee to the beginPatients admitted at the Mason Parba" Almo, Robert Russell Death resulted from injuries ret ceived when he fell from a wagon Referee, Putnam, Murray State.
5. E. and a portiont of the south West one hundred forty (1401 poles ning, containing a 'tract ot hod
blientorial Hospital during the past .7bnineison, Puryear, Tenn,; Ju
recently. He is survived by an inwest quarter of section 19 T. 3. R. to a rock in the center of Murray one hundred (100) feet Prattling on
C. .Browning. Milan. Tenn::
Mrs, GObert valid widow and some grown ehil6. E. Bounded as follows: Begin- road to New Concord; thence north said South Normal Street, this
Mrs. Scott Ward. Hazel. Robert Annie Rule, Murray.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
dren. Mr. Bradley is a son of
ning at a stake on the west side of seventy-four and one-fourth (741,4) being part of Setithotait Imes of
Calloway Circuit Court
White. Hazel, Willis 'Marshal Lee, Grogan, Hamel, Francis Lee Farmer.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
James R. Phillips, and wife, Ten- State highway No. 94 at the south poles, W. one hundred ninteen Section 27'T. 2 R. 4 Kase; lying
Palinersville, Tenn.; Ciefferd Lee Murray.
The
Sunday
school
opens
Bradley.
nie Phillips; John R. Phillips and east corner of the homestead of (119) poles, to the slough; thence between Uncle Bill Chambers place
Vpgers, Big Sandy, Tenn
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Grogan an- promptly at 9:30 a. m. and morn- wife. Mamie
Langston eat
Phillips; C. A. Phil- Ruby McNeeley Wells; thence west up said slough with the meander- of the L. As L.
James G. Grogan, Hanel. Mrs. M.
ing
worship
at
10:50
a.
m. Sermon
nounce the arrival if a son Dethe Title to this teact being obtained
lips and wife, Mary Frank Phillips; with her line seven hundred 4700) ings to its intersection
R. Wells, Murray. Solon Hendricksubject:
"The Star of Bethlehem."
cember 14. Mrs. Grogan was formCentel Hoc)/ and wife, Mrs. Claud feet to a stake; thence north with section line: thence, with said by deed from tobert Swarm- and
son. Benton, Chris McCuiston,
Evening worthip at 7:00. Sermon
erly Miss Christine Page.
wife, Della.Swaim, and recorded
her said west 'line two thousands line to the beginning.
Hood; Joe Hood, Hoyt Phillips,
Brandon, Mrs. F. C. Faughn, Mursubject: "The Glory of the Incar2nd: Tract is described as fol- in Deed Book 55 at page 318, in
eighty-two
hundred
and
Weathers Visit In Tennessee
Marie Jeffries and husband, Mizell four
ray. B. E. Edwards, Murray. John
--- 42482) feet to a stake in the quar- lows: All of the following de- the Calloway County Clerk's OfMr. and Mrs. Jim Weather of nation."
Jeffries: Augustus Phillips and
Porter Bradley. Murray. Charles High School Gridders Are tried this vicinity and Mr. and Mrs. M.
As we all know, next Sunday wife, Mrs.
Augustus Phillips; Joe ter section line; thence west with scribed tract of land lying south of fice at Murray, Kentucky. Said
Ray Wyatt. Camden. Tenn.; Mrs
by
at Etariquet at
0. Weather. Murray, were week- is Christmas Day. If this is the Edd Gibbs and wife, Mrs.. Joe Edd quarter section line about five the Murray and Concord rood, deed is on record ht the office of
Rudolph Thurms, Murree,: Nall
National Hotel
hundred eighty-five 1585 feet to viz: Beginning in the Southwest the Clerk bf the Calloway County
end visitors with their daughter dee on which our Lord came into Gibbs,
Worthing. Murray, _Mrs. _Thomas
Boek 57, page nu.
and sister. Mrs. Mavis McGannis. human flesh and into the world.
Plaintiffs, a stake in Esq. Thompson's east Qr. of 25 T. 2 R. 4 East at a Court in Deed
At a banquet honoring the blur- and family of Chattanooga. Tenn. we certainly ought to worship and
Jefferson Massey. Knight. John C.
For the purchase, price the purline; thence south with the said sweetgum on east bank of slough;
Vs.. Judgment,
Browning. Milan, Tenn
Miss Bronzie Dell Clark visited serve Him on this day by gather- Beatrice Phillip', Kelso Holland. Thompson's line about two thou- thence N. down to a rock; thence, chaser must execute bond with
Robert ray high school football team Tuessand seven hundred seventy-five E. 39-19/20 rods to a rock; thence. approved securities, bearing legal
Russell Junerson. Puryear. Tenn.; day nigh; Rob Hine. junior guard. her sister in Nashville over the ing hi our places of worship. There Carlyle Phillips, Ruth Phillips.
Francis -Lee-pa:met% Murray, Karl was eleeted to captain the Tigers week -end.
are many things about Christmas Desford Phillips. Ann Eva Gibbs, (2775) feet to a stake in the sec- S. 91 rods; thence west to the Interest from the day of sale un1 9 3 9 campaign.
their
Reed Brandon is on the sick list that undoubtedly dishonor the Louella Gibbs, Harold° Gibbs, and tion line being corner to Thomp- beginning. Said deed is on record til paid, and having the force and
C. Frazee, Murray': leubeet B. Gar- daring
Thomas Farley. center. also a We wish for him a speedy im- Christ Let those who
son and Willie Tatum; thenee east in the office of the Clerk of the effect of a judgment. Bidders will
elem. Murray.
profess to be Kathleen Gibbs,
Patients dismantled during the junior, was elected alternate cap- provement.
His friends seek to honor Him
Defendants with section about one thousand Calloway County Clerk in Deed be prepared to comply promptly
tain.
with these terms-George S. Hart,'
By virtue of a judgment and two hundred eighty-five (1285) feet Book No. 57, page 488.
Mr. and Mee Dennis Boyd and during these days.
past week:
to section corner; thence north
PLOT II: Being a part of lot Master Commissioner.
Buie, the son of Mr. and Mrs. family were Sunday visitors with
Baby Tommie Jarvis, Murray.
You will find a hearty welcome. order of sale of the Calloway Cireast with the old Murray and No. 133, the parcel of land of
C Huie. is the third brother in their cousin. Rupert Story. near inspiring
Robert White, Hazel Mrs. Emma
fellowship, worshipful cuit Court, rendered at the NoHighland road four hundred and which this grant is a part, is deRedrneier. Brookport Ill; Charles his family to play on the Murray Boydsville. They were glad to re- singing, and simple Gospel preach- vember term thereof, 1938, in the
sixty (460) feet to a stake; thence scribed as follows: Beginning at
football
team,
first
above
but
of
the
that
cause
port
Story
for
Unproved
Mr.
much
the
purpose
of
Wyatt,
Rae
Camden, Teta.: Mrs.
ing at our church next Sunday.
division of property, and Costs west one hundred twenty (120) the S. W. Comer of 1,ot No. 132;
Margaret Board, Claim Tenn., Mrs. illustrious line to become captain. from a recent illness.
All are cordially invited
Bulldog Hun played for the Tigers
herein expended, I shall proceed feet to a stake on east edge of thence East eighty-eight die) feet;
May all not saved follow the
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor.
in 1932-33 and Van Huie starred in example of the little girl who had
to offer for sale at the court house State Highway No. 94 thence thence north one hundred eighty1934-35. Young Farley is the son Christmas presents for her famdoor in Murray, Kentucky, to the south with said highway about two five and one-half (185%) feet;
of Mrs H. E. Farley of South ily, yet hath nothing for Jesus.
highest bidder at public auction, hundred 42001 feet to a stake, op- thence, West eighty-eight (88) feet;
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Tenth Street and Hoyt Earley.
on Monday, the 28th day of De- posite the beginning point; thence thence, South eighty-rive and oneShe prayed before distributing her
cember. 1938, at 1 o'clock or there- west across said highway about half (85%) feet to the beginning.
Preceding the election of cap- presents and
hermit to
gave
Preaching by the pastor at the
about I same being county court sixty (60) feet to the' point of, be- Also conveys another tract or part
tains. W. T. Sledd. member of 'the Jesus. (Which she announced as morning hour. The
evening hour
day): upo
-iia credit of six months, ginning, containing thirty-nine (39) of lot 133 as shown by the plat of
Young Business Men's Club of she gave her gifts.'
will be under the direction of the
the following edscribed property, acres more or less. And being a the Town of Murray, and describMurray. sponsor of the banquet.
students and supervised by Ralph
being and lying in Calloway Coun- pate of the same land conveyed to ed as follows: Beginning at the
gave a few brief remarks. and
D. Churchill, student secretary at
Omar Wells by E. N. Smith on 10 Northwest corner of said lot, runty, Kentucky, to-wit:
Coach Roe Stewart of. Murray
Murray State College. This has beSept.. 1919. recorded in deed bock ning thence south fifty-two (52)
Thirty-two
432)
acres
more
or
College also spoke. Otlwr_ "Fiskcome an annual service where
less, being a part of the S. E. Qr. 6.3. page 612. Calloway County
.= were Coach Preston *Nutat
there is a college located. The
and a part of the S. W. Qr. of Court Clerk's Office, at Murray, teR
the Tigers and Principel Ed
0
1
19101A1011MOMIA
subject is "MY "IsfAXIMUM FOR
WA NA
Sec. 32 T. 2 R. 4 E., the bound- Kentucky.
beck of the school.Ni
CHRIST'. A number of the stuFor tne purchase price the puraries
being
TbirtyeRight Captain VFAIPell'
fully
er- Giallettai "'(hampions
described
in
deed
to
Play dents at home for the vacaten
FOR
FOR
from Linn Boyd Special Commis- chaser must execute bond with
der introduced each sclued mem.'
Illardin Tonight on Marand Christmastide season will take
approved
securities,
sioner
bearing
to
J.
legal
ber.
B.
RosvLand
of
record
seal Comedians Court
part on the program. The pastor's
CHRISTMAS
Apd may the joy of theoi
NEW
YEAR
interest from the day of sale unin deed book "Q" page 462.
subject is. "THIS
JESUS".
Christmas season be reflect
if
til
paid,
and
hoviarig
Also
and
the
force
lot
No.
4
in
the
division of
New Concord. one of CallOwaY
Sunday School at 9:39, lath
ea in your life throughOu
coanty's leading basketball ineasse dames for all ages meeting in *p- Atyce Rowland and described in effect of a judgment. Bidders will
the corning year.
and county champion last year, ayale rooms under the care of com- Commissioners report as being a be prepared to comply promptly
lost
its third game of the season petent officers and taught by faith- part of the S. W. Qr. of Sec. 32 with these terms.-George S. Hart,
We wish to take this method of•
T. 2 R. 4 E., containing forty (40) Master Commissioner.
We sincerely thank each of extending our
in eight times out Saturday night ful Bible trained teachers.
sincere thanks and
acres
more or less." Title to the
when,
it
took
a
43-72
lacing
from
Training
Union
meets
you for your patronage dur- appfeciation for the many kindevrry Sunabove land was
by K P.
ipg the pa-st, and we shall nesses shown our beloved mother GilbertsvilleS one of the most po- day at 6:15. with a very helpful Phillips by deed obtained
from B. B. Winn
tential
teams
of
the
First
District.
program arranged by the best Bible
strive to give you the best during her last illness Especially
dated Jan. 4, 1938. and dr record in
do we thank the neighbors. friends, The game was played at Gilberts- students within the denomination. deed book 61. page 241.
of service .always.
these programs are rendered by
nurse, undertaker. ministers. Dr.
Also forty (40) acres in the S.
V. Brien and _Metcalfe for Gil- the msvarious unions in separate
Will Massn and those who sent
W. Qr. of Sec. 27 T. 3 R. 5 East,
the beautiful Rowers. We pray berts-vale led the scorers, with 18
Mid-week meeting Wednesday the land lying North of the lands
God's richest blessings upon each. and 10 points respectively. AllCalloway Circuit Court
once owned by T. P. Roberts and
britten and Wilson for Concord evening at 7 o'clock followed imMr. and Mrs. Amos Wells.
is bounded on the South by the Joe Brown Williams,
mediately
by
a
brief
Bible
stddy,
had
6
and
7
points.
respectively.
and family
Plaintiff,
section line, North by the lands
Yarbrough scored six points - for led by Superintendent Hugh M.
Mn. and Mrs. Norval Short,
Vs. Judgment and Order of Sale
of B. C. Grogan. and on the West
McElrath.
Concord.
and family
Dr. D. A. Williams and
Southwest Corner College
The church extends a cordial by the lands of J. P. Duncan (de- Dr.
New Concord's next game will
Nellie Short
D. A. Williams. Committee
ceased) and on the East by lands
•
Campus
be tonight Thursday) with Har- invitation to every one to worship
once
owned by Clifford Phillips. for Hilda Williams Gaugh.
here
whenever
'the
opportunity
din - at Hardin.
-afDefendants
fords. A warm welcome awdiite Title to the above was obtained
VON ONSONXIMail/i. It pays to read Ger Classifieds
Lineups:
By virtue of a judgment and
by deed to E. P. Phillips and Kelso
every
one.
EXVille 43
Pos,
Concord 22
Hciland from Wmard Grcgsn and order of sale of the Calloway CirSam P. Martin.OPastoe
• V. Brien 18
F
Allbraten
Bella Gordon on Sept. 30, 1822, cuit Court, rendered at the NovemL. Hall
Hendon 2
F
which deed is recorded in deed ber term thereof. 1938, in the
Metcalfe 10
C
Pattern 1
4
book 57 page 556.
Heath 3 G
Yarbrough 8 "
For the purchase price the. purDexter 8
0
Wilson 7
chaser must execute bond with
Substittuions. Gilbertsville: FieldWe wish to express our thanks approved securities, bearing legal
er, Pittman. C. Brien 4. Referee, to all who so willingly and
v- interest from the day of sale unDorse O'Dell. Murray State,
ingly did for our darling baby. end til paid, and having the force and
us the six sheet days she was teith effect of a jedgegient. Bidders will
us; to Bro. Popes. for his eonpoi- be prepared to comply promptly
ing words and those who gave with these terms -George S. Hart,,,
the lovely flowers and to atx Master Commissioner.
Churchill for his kind assist
e.
May God bless you.-Mr. and /ers.
George M. Baker, manager of Ovie Sto:-y and Meredith.
the Land Acquisition Division of
the Tennessee Valley Authority
It pays to read our Classifieds
here, announced today the arrival
One of the Pleasures of Yuletide is to Lay Aside
of three new assistant land apthe Routine of Everyday Business and
praisers tithe will make their
ERICIEICIE1
in Real Sincereity Wish Our Many
homes in Murray.
Calloway amen Court
Customers a Merry Xmas
They are Arthur A. Evans, HopL. L. Dunn, Administrator With
101:131:3113GE3
kinsville; Leslie Nugent. Fulton;
JERMEEDEfifn Will Annexed of the Estate of
and
Hugh
D. Atkins, Tupelo.
Omar Wells. Deceased, and Ruby
fECEBECIng
Miss. Evans and Atkins will bring
McNeely Wells,
11116mm••••!..TINC.1.1•ORMENk
•: their families to Murray.
Plaintiff,
Vs. Judgment.
•
Keys Wells. Fredna Wells, and
Keys-Houston Clinic,
ONTH in, month out, many
Defendants.
women and girls obtain two.
By virtue of a judgment and
aids
in
It
Cardui.
order of sale of the Calloway Cirway benefit from
cuit Court. Eisnriered at the Noverh/1
building up the whole system by
ber term there_f. 1938. in the above
helping women to get more energy.
cause for the purpose of division
•- •
increases
from their food -and so
of proPerty, and costs herein ex,041;0a,0
pended, I shall proceed to offer
resistance to the strain of lung.
for sale at the Frani house door in
bonal per;odic pain. Try it!
Murray. Kentucky. to the highest
001110
iio l'71
7
.1
bidder at public auction. c.n Monday. the 28th -day of December.
1938. at 1 o'clock or 'thereabout
(same being county court day),
upon a credit of six months, the
following describe-d- property, being and lying in Calloway COunFrom the management. directors, and stockholders of this appreciative itenpany.
s_
ty. Kentucky.40-wit:
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quarter of settion 19 T.-2. R. 8. E.
"ary, and we wish to express our sincerest thanks and appreciation to every friend, customer, and
Bounded as follows: Beginning at
oh this eompany everywhere. while up wi01 you the Mess-lest Chrhitmas and the meet prosperous
Veer you have ever had.
an oak tree the north east corner
Or
I.
.5of the south east quarter of secriflashav4
ma 104141Y tion 24. T. 3. R. 5., being the corner
tagib. • •
if Houston Cook, Allen Morris and
Geerge Morrie; thence south wee
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Ph‘ne 208 for Fast Road Service
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COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

yeth

Huie and Farley to
Lead Tigers in '39

OIMMOMM~R
HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Perfumes for Xmas
Coty, Guerlain
Yardley

G'ville Defeats
Concord 43-22

sAmr

C•for
4

Card of Thanks •

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

RILEY'S
GROCERY

at

&

he°

We Take This Opportunity
To Thank Our Friends and
Customers for Past Favors

T. 0. TURNER

h38

Card of Thanks

Chri51ffig

i

WARNING:

New TVA Employes
Move to Callovvay

- Good Cheer

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

It is against the law to discharge or set of?'"firecrackers,
rockets or other fireworks in the City of Murray.

LOVE'S STUDIO

A Merry Christmas to You All

Less hpnO days,/

It is also against the law to sell fireworks in the City
of Murray.

M

The ordinances prohibiting these practices will be rigidly enforced. Recently, arrests for these violations have
not been made and the practice of shooting fire crackers
and other fireworks has come to be extensively indulged
in. It is for this reason that this note of warning is circulated. If you violate the law you can expect to be arrested
and fined, and in that case don't blame the officials, for
they are charged with enforcement of the law.

""'"

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

I NVANu

-

Do Not Shoot Firecrackers

'
111
woo. xv

This is fair warning, and we trust that arrests will not
be necessary. Don't forget, this means you!!

IF

Done by order of City Council.

W. B. Parker

Chief of Pollee

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
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Wrapping Pape
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Christmas blessing's includeAe
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priceless gifts of health, happiness and
take this opportunity to
for a
thank our friends and
prosperous
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Adams Brownbilt
Shoe Store
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HERBERT W. FARRIS
Tin Shop—Sheet Metal
Furnaces

Don't Forget to Order Flowers for Xmas
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your presents on
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of Health, H mess, and ContentWe take is way of thanking all
stomers for a prosperour

The Murray Nursery and Florist

.
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Scott's

of Christmas Calls Up a Better
The
Appreciation of Old Associations and
the Value of Old Friendships.
May You Have a Christmas
Replete With All the Joys
Life Can Muster
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CHRISTMAS

A. B. BEALE & SON

T. L. SMITH PURE FOOD MARKET
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The Modern Beauty Shop
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MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
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We
PURINA CHOWS
Gold Leaf and Kitchen Queen Flour
•
You Are Always Welcome at the
Economy Feed Store

The Modern Santa Drives
A New 1939 Ford V-8

Wishing Ag.11 of You a Merry Xmas and
Happy New.Year.

And A Happy New Year

May
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NEW LOCATION

DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP
AND CREAM STATION

Basement New
Murray Hotel

ECONOMY' FEED
STORE
g.
N. 3rd St.

-

Murray, Ky.

Equal Williams, Mgr.

Phone 576

C. R. thin-man, Owner

Under U-Tote-'Em

Butter improves the flavor of
cooking. It is so cheap now that
you can afford to use it freely.

Stokes-Smith Motor Co.

DR. F. E. CRAWFOisis Dentist—
Wishes. to announce the removal
of his offices to a new location East Main Street
over the Net.g Bank of Murray.
Entrance next to _Jones Drug
tic NPfig4WP.WAWAWAWO.WeilVtlqW01
Store.

Phone 170
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Christmastide Message
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Robert T. Hinton of Georgetown. Within a golden zone.
Coach Meredith Story announced
FOR RENT-4-room house near thank the unidentified man who
(Ky.) College was renamed secre- He must be born within the heart
Sincerely,
his complete schedule for the reCollege on North 13th St.; good returned her purse to George
Before He finds his throne,
tary-treasurer of the group.
mainder of the season today. It outbuilding
s,
24-Telephones-25
garden;
pasture
if
Hart
last
Saturday
And
night when
brings the day of love and goodThe
follows:
The ia.sa annual session was set
desired.
See Mrs. Joe Tune, she lost it, and if anyone
knows
for New Orleans, Dec. 29 and 30. The reign of Christlike brotherhood."
December 23. Sedalia at Sedalia.
XMAS CANDIES
M. Churchill
North 15th St.
tfc
who
he is, let her know so Santa
January 7, LaCenter at LaCenThe association dropped a reChocolate or Mixed Candy, lb. lie
Ineral Home
Claus can remember him.
ter.
LOST-One wine colored kid and
3 lbs. Chocolate Candy
Be strictioa that teams must complete
Toinfilmasti 7
January
10,
Sedalia
at
cloth
Kirksey.
combinatio
n woman's glove.
within 13
Oranges, doz.
Lie se z.sc their football season
FOR
RENT
-A
likever,
small
apartment
KY.
January
13.
Hazel
Li_st
at
Hazel.
Monday. Finder please reProhibitions on training
Tangerines, dot
lie weeks.
January 20, Almo at Kirksey.
turn to this office.
rule against student
lp
C•coanats
Se to Poe tables and.
January 27, Lynn Grove at Kirkofficiating for more than expenses
113e. Candy. I lb.
24/c
FARM FOR SALE-376 acres in
sey.
in non-educational football conCheese. 1 lb.
23c
Hickman county, Ky., ia mile
SINGING CALLED OFF
February 3. Faxon at Kirksey.
The Murray Woman's Club and
tests
were
lifted.
5 lb. box
$11116
February 7, Brewers at Kirksey. frsm gravel highway. Good imthe County Health Department.
The
;Waal
basketball
tournaHersbey's Sc Bars. 3 for
Ile
February 10. Concord at Kirk- provements. Write pr see L. H.
John Key, chairman of one of sponsors of the sale of Christmas
ment went to Western Kentucky
Mixed Nuts, lb.
Barclay, Arlington, Ky.
Dec29c
sey.
seals
this
season,
announced
the
today
Teachers
singing
College of Bowling Green
conventions of CalloApples, gallon
_ 15e for sae
February
their
Wingo.
14.
financial
reports
for
the
way
sales.
for
the third straight year. March .2
county, said today the singFOR
Extra Fancy Apples. dos_ ____ ffee
SALE-Nic
e
little Stucco
February /7.'County Tournament.
The Training Schoo1 reported a
ing scheduled for fourth Sunday of
3. and 4 are the dates.
Raisins. carton
Sc to lee
February
24, Farmington at home, with plenty of room, all
ka
mpared to $32.32
this months has been postponed sale of $45.12 afftan
modern
ccaveniences, nice , baseLondon Layer Bailin& la. ___ 12tor
ay high school Farmington.
until the Fourth Sunday in March. last year; the M
Coaches Carlisle Cutchin and
Omega Flour, 6 lbs.
Lineups for the Kirksey-Brewers ment, double garage. Good terms.
sold $59.71 as co
3l/c
red to $35.59
Possession in 30 days. See A. L.
12 lbs. Be; 24 lbs.
lie Roy Stewart attended the conferlast year; and Douglas achool re- game Friday night:
ence. where Cutchin arranged the
lc
Soft-a-silk Sr swasi-Dasra Cake
ported a sale of $4.66 which was KIrksey 17
Pos.
Brewers 21 Rhodes.
in excess of last year's $3.68 worth. Washer 8
Flour. package
F
Cope 1 WANTED-Used 'office
27e larger part of his basketball scheddesk.
R.
ule for this season. The schedule
F
Miss Ola Brock's class at the Copeland
1-2 Ba. Meat
Smith 7 E. Kelley, ,Murray. Ky.
38e
Phone
in part appears elsewhere in this
Training School sold the largest Ezell 4
C
Mohler 9 456-J.
Plate Free with American Ace
lc
.ssue
number of seals with $10.20 worth, Story
G
Lyles
Coffee in tin, lb.
'!Sc
For the Family With a
and Miss Ray's class was second Gingles 2
Chester 4 100 ACRES 20 miles east of
G
A Nice Bowl. lc with Oxydel !Sc
Paris,
Substitutions, Kirksey. Gingles 3.
with $9.50. Mrs. Bun Crawford's
A Corn Popper Free with 4 lbs.
Tenn.. 7 miles north Big Sandy,
Marion Roberts, Bourbon county. •Frigidaire Electric
Riley; Brewers, Bird.
class
at
the
high
school
was
first
Pop Corn
Range
or Refrigerator
on gravel med. 3 room house,
211c is starting a purebred sheep flock.
Referee, W. Baker.
with $11.49 worth, and Miss Lucy
some tobacco land, 35 acres clearKirksey will play Sedalia at SC •Sunflame Oil Circulating Lee's class was second with $10.37
ed, 65 in woods, lasting well and
worth. Miss Elizabeth King's class dalia 'Friday night.
Heater
spring; $475, $100 cash. See G. N.
at Douglas high school sold the
Young, near Springville, Tenn., or
most there.
•RCA Victor Radio
write ,me, Leon McDaniel, 13333
Fifty per cent of the fund obHouston Ave.. Chicago, Ill. D22p
•Philco Radio
tained from the sale of Christmas
seals is kept in the community to
SOMEONE stole a 1 Horse Elec• Maytag or Easy Washer aid in the
fight against tubercu4ic.,.Motor from my mill about 3
losis.
The Woman's Club buys 25
.11.7
e
weeks a. Anyone furnishing
cents worth of stamps for each
me inf6rmation leading to its reAny One of These Gifts member, amounting to a total sum
covery I will pay $5, and say
Keeps On Giving for Years of $35.50. Mrs. Joe T. Lovett is
president of the club, and Mrs. W.
J. Caplinger is chairman of the
ChristIMis Seal Committee.
NICE ORANGES, Priced
At
12c, I5c, 18c, 20c, and/25c doz.
In Martin county, three registered bulls were bought last month.
NICE APPLES at
$1.00 Bushel and up
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Very

4

Maury

hristmas

Yours

et.

Swartn's Grocery

Christmas Seal Campaign Nets
Tidy Sum, Woman's Club Reports

ilitIMA MAMA MA MAIO.

CHRISTMAS S CIAL

Rich Suburst

You Can Best Say
Merry Christmas

Boiled Ostai
20c Pe Qt.

me'

id

UT EEM

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times 'but nearly
everybody reads it!

Our Fruit Market is Complete and
Jammed With

Call 191 or Leave a4ote for 0
Route Mt

Milk Pants

I Murray
V
klilistiViggisAVIONi Wtiis/A
grOISAPCSONINICAWAP

Johnson-Fain
Appliance Co...

LARGE COCOANUTS, Each

Sc

LARGE ENGLISH WALNUTS, lb.

20c

BRAZIL NUTS, lb.

19c

LARGE PAPER SHELL PECANS, lb.

19c

YIWIMIWONI
IIIIMMWOMM
IWAINPIY01
9,0

TOLLEY tCA
IA
..„,,,C

The Following APPLES: Winesap, Gang, Delicious, ArkBlack, Northern Sky, Gilflower,
At Very Low Prices

On This Holiday Season. May We Express Our Appreciation Individually and Collectively For
The
Business You Have Given Us During The Past
Year, and Trust to Merit Your Confidence In
1939, We And Each Of Our Employees
Wish You And Yours A

Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year

COST LESS NOW

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Rags

MURRAY FOOD MARKET
East Main Street

Phones 12 or

Court Square

irtli

O
* N id.ti

1:i.V VIMiittSiONIN

PALVICAMMANAMOMANAMANZilfn

J T. WALLIS & SON
-.

For Xmas Foods

.101
74:

Bulk Citron, Orange Peel, Lemon,
For Fruit Cakes

X
mi

Mixed Candies, lb.
i Pecans, lb.
Nice Oranges, each
Apples, doz.
Cocoanuts, nice, each
.
1
14 Pocket Knives, each
Coaster Wagons,
Air Rifles, each
22 Winchester
Turkeys, Chickens, Geese,

ARKET

and

ig.
W.
34

Pineapple

34

10c, 15c, 20c :*
5
71/
12 W
:
10c to 30c
5c and 8c
10 up gl
98c to $2.98 IIE
98c
$4.98 :
0.
Ducks, Fresh Country

May We Extend To You
A Merry

ihriOntas
and Happy New Year

.
0.

Oranges, any size,
Tangerines, each .
Oranges, Texas, fu of sweet juice
Each
. .
Apples, peck, 35c; ushel . .
Box- Apples, fancy stock,
Dozen
20c, 25c,,otol
Candies, Chocolate Drops, (hinge
Slices, Buster Mi ed, lb.
.
9109
Fresh Cocoanuts, I ge site, each
Nuts, Pecans, Eng h Walnuts, at
Brazil, lb.
• ,•
t
i CELERY, Jumbo . . ....
Nice Head Lettuce . .. .
'A 10 lb. Meal, Jersey,PCream
Flour, Lynn Grove t -if, 24 lbs.
Flour, Omega, 24 lb Bags
'kg Mince Meat, Brandy Rtvor, 1 lb. ja
ig Shelled Pecans, fancy halves .
rt's Apple Juice, large cans . .
Corn on CobU*
4 ears to can . .
lAl Heinz Puddings, Plum, Fig or Datl
VC Boston Brown Bread, New Eng-lanc
.414
vE Date Nut Bread, Cross & Blackwel
FRUIT BASKETS TO FTT
1- 1
ANY QSl

HAM HEADQUAIITERS! HAMS WANTED!

that

we may be able to serve
better in 1939. May all

you

gi
LI;

the joy be yours this Holiday season.

H. B. BAILEY-Jeweler
Open 4th Monday, Dec. 26, As Usual

Merry Xmas-Happy New Year

MEAT MARKET

Phone 4

A

RKET

al and Capon.
Before Weighed
We Have a Rare Treat or Those
Who Apiv
Fine Meats, We Hay Bought the
Blue Rib
Calf of the 4-H Cl 'National Calf She'
Give Yourself a 'eat to a Roast
Steak From
Ftttiet
Beef. W
Blue

k/Allle03,110W51
.11111/-

4•••

MEAT

,

Choice Turkeys, Fat
Be Full Dres

PROMPT DELIVERY

inai*

5

.
1t
.
1Z

AND PRIfT

ye ft*
•I aIi

Tail

Tay

East Main Street

i
t
*

•

We thank you for your patronage
during the past year, and trust 0
:

Sausage, Fish

Shiva t Bros.
Phone 214

We Take This Opportunity of
Wishing Our Many Friends and
Customers Every Joy for This
Happy Holiday Season. Y9ur
Friendship is Appreciated, thd
May We Thank You For the BusiT=
ness Givett Us This Year.

BLALOCK'S GROCERY
South Side

AND

Free Delivery

FOOD

fe
i Everything to Help Makie Xmas a Joyous S

Many, Many Bargains at Both Our
Stores in Murray and Hazel

Turkeys, Ducks, Geese For Xmas
LIVER, lb.
10c
BRAINS, lb.
10c
RIB ROAST,lb.
10c
MUTTON,lb.
7c to 10c
LARD,lb.
10c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
10c
CHUCK ROAST
1
2c
12/
SAUSAGE, lb.
15c
HAMBURGER
12/
1
2c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
12/
1
2c
2 lbs. BEAF STEAK
35c
2 lbs. OLEO
23c
GOOD SLICED BACON
23c
Dressed HENS and FRYERS
25c

AVAILABLE ALL HIS WEI

'

PH

two rooms at 304 N. 6th
St.
922-ii
lip

topknot

A
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lost much of its popuDARK TOBACCO
•
larity in the first year of opera- (A "yes"
vote of 68.6 pct,
was
tion.
When the "Fats" meet the
Last March, in the first
Charles Lynn, local Murray feed
necessary for adoption.)
Coach Carlisle Cutchin today reFebruary 15, Middle Tennessee;
referendum taken of West Ken"Leans" here Friday. January 13, man, recently resigne
Countyd his posi- leased Murray State College's 1939 Murray:
Yes
.
No Pct.
tucky farmers to obtain their c-pin- Carlisle
basketball fans of Western Ken- tion as manage
r
of
the
basketb
Econo
all
137
my
schedu
le which includes
91, -60.0
February 18, Alabama State;
ion for or against market control Livingston
tucky will have a chance to see Feed Store,
,
stated today he wishes a 16-game card, nine of them
..
14
Great-grandfather would have the titantic
1000
at Murray.
the vote was 80.5 per cent in favor McCracken
struggle of the year. to thank his many
home.
mutter
loyal
152 110 58.0
ed under his breath if he
friends
Murray will resume practice on
of the Triple-A program..
The two basketball teeing will who supported him in
Marshall
413 2/2 60.3 could have seen the ultra-modern
business at
With prospects for a good team. Monday. January 2, Coach Cutchin
be
Burley tobacco growers of the Ballard
compos
ed
of
Murray
that
locatio
College
n.
121
15 88.9 Comfortractor that J. R. Scott &
though certainly not of the calibre said today.
district, although fewer in num- Fulton
faculty members selected by the
Mr. Lynn has been employed by of last season'
108
8 92.9 Son Implement Co.. local MM
s quintet, Coach
Agricul
bers than the producers of dark Graves
ture
Club,
sponso
r
of
the R. E. Kelley of the Murray Hatch- Cutchin has listed
1.623 888 64.6 dealer, presented here on Decemthree teams the
tilt.
tobacco, were more favorable to Calloway
ery to sell the Famous Line of Thorn ughbreds have
1,110 931 54.4 ber 9. In all probability he would
never played
the New Deal program in the
This battle of weights-heavy, Wayne Feeds at the new
331
ref- Lycn
74 81.7 have muttered "Taint possible!"
before.
They
Hatchare Transylvania,
Trigg
WASHIN(TON, Dec. 22--A late erendum taken Saturday.
848 335 65.8 and walked away. Indeed many feather, and "wait"-is designed ery Mr. Kelly has just built, oppo- which the Racers open the
season
e of negative
Producers of the lighter type Christian
cast in
859 554 80,7 tfeople here held nearly the same to settle the query, "Who is better, site the Concord Milling Company with here on January 6: Arkans
as
14-state farmer refer- Weed endorsed the proposal to Caldwell
261 123 67.9 view when they saw the vehicle a fat man OT a lean man" . . . on South Fourth Street.
College, Batesville, Ark.. which
enda dated federal market
ing control the 1939 crop by a vote of Hickman'
121 59 67.2 in action. Fully equipped with all And anything can happen on Friplays
here
Mr. Lynn stated that he was
January 7; and Alabama
With the approach of winter and
restrictions
r burley and dark 8.1.1 per cent. The results were
- - the modern luxuries enjoyed only day, the thirteenth.
ready to give the same high class State, Jacksonville. Ala.. which the consequent
tope tobaccos
Total
New
3,382 for and 785 against the
stars
and
in
old
pleasur
5
937
will
e
flash,
3.474
cars, yet able to peror service and merchandise to his ends Murray's official season with construction, curtailment of mac;
63.0
probark tobacco
Commissioner of Rurgram.
form all the functions on the flop, across the hardwood as the friends as
in the past and would a game here on February 18.
tncky's First Cott
al Highways, Cecil T. Williams, re,
farm that the ordinary tractor eats will display such artists as welcom
The Thoroughbreds meet WesThe 9,411 votes cast by dark toBURLEY TOBACCO
e
their
support
.
Diet Saturday turned
can, including use as a stationary Captain "Speedy" Carman, "Inditern, their nemesis in both foot- leased a statement of the work ace
bacco growers were approximately
(A "yes" vote of 06.6 was
on the government's
power unit, it was a beautiful ana Hotshot" Ashcraft, ,;;Deadeye'
pr
ball and basketball. here January complished by the department fo;
one-half the total number eligible
necessa
ry
for
adoption)
,Itintinue its
the current year beginning April
Derryberry, "Cant
control
sight to see.
pr
'Thdrman,
14,
from the first district in the
CountyYes No Pct.
refthrough the 1999 season. and
The tractor offers real protection. "Thoroughryags" Miller and Gibson.
Freshman Coach John Miller an- 1. In a majority of the counties
erendum. Burley voters participat- Carlisle '_.
30
9 76.9 The safety
a proclamation by '
nounced his squad will play Wes- work has been closed down until
glass all around and air and the famous standing guards,
in the election also represent- Livingston
I
die secretary of agriculture that
0 100.0 circulation
Pennebaker and Johnson.
tern
and
here January 14; Middle Ten- spring; however, where conditions
temper
bout
ature
McCrac
one-hal
conken
f the total num191 102 65.1 trol
prop *8 to limit market
The Leans will shoot the works
ing of ber
features indicate clearly that
nessee at Murfreesboro. February -permit, certain kinds of work will
ible to cast b-llots.
Marshall
7
the 1939 dark tobacco crop to 138,1
87.5 it's bililt for the
with
such stellar basketeers as
safety and comSeven f the district's 14 coun- Ballard
According to M. 0. Wrather, 20: Tennessee Tech at Cookeville, continue as the weather allows
975 247 79.7 fort
1180.000 Poundsof the operator as well as to those two wraiths of the woods, member
ties gave
vorable return in the Fulten
of the extension depart- January 21; Union University here during the winter months.
0
1 -100.0 get work done.
Calloway Cwunty's vote was 1,110
January 27; Western at Bowling
It costs more than Lowry and Fowler, Captain "Do- ment of Murray
dark tobacco
Since April 1 of this year, the
ferendum. but the Graves
State College, the
12
for; 931 against, or a total of
52.1
open rectors, but good farmers or-Die" Howton. "Gloomy Stew"
,Green. February 4; and Middle Division of
56.4 district's two la
st dark tobacco Calloway
annual
Rural Highways hag
intersc
4
holasti
c
5 44.4 well realize
me5t
cent of County voters in favor
wpf
Stewart, "Geezil" Moore
Tehnes
larch
see
its
here
worth.
February 15. t
producing countle
ditched and reshaped 4,068 miles
held in Murray in the early spring.
alloway and Lyon
at the meaggre.
63 10 75.4
enemy
of
"Hotsh
ot"
The
Ashcraf
Murray
machin
ti,
's
e
combines the funcvarsity schedule fol- of road; 890 miles
Graves-both vetoed
The exact date will be made
Calloway Crittenden
3
5 37.5 tions of
of new grade
Approval ,was required of at
lows:
the ordinary farm trac- "Maestro" McGavern, "Shadow"
farmers disfavored the
and drain road have been built4
rcgram Trigg
428 162 72.5 tor
known soon, but will probably be
Last two-thirds of the growers
Brow
n,
and
"Short
y-the-S
with
Januar
lug"
a
y 6, Transylvania, Murray. 398
powerful farm truck
stronger than those of an
1.530 431
miles of old 'road have been,
ther Christian
the latter part of March.,
77.2 and an eiffFient
*Xing to put the control program
January 7, Arkansas College.
passenger vehicle Beale.
county in the district, givin
Caldwell
133 25 84.1 and
resurfaced, and 1082 miles of new°
into effec.
a
Wrathe
Headqu
r
arters
states
The dark
that
for,
the
he
Leans
Murray
has
is
antobacco vote of 1,110 for and
.
streamlined in the 1939
Hickman
931 against.
surface have been built. Nine new
5
fern, ,f the first district turned
83.3 mode of trucks
January 10. Union University, at
and automobiles. nounced today the team was train- visited Mayfield, Clinton, WickThe vote In Graves, which has
bridges over 20 foot span have
04.1t t1 rot, of only 63 per cent in
ing
liffe,
on
and
fat
Benton
meat,
while
in
It
the interest of Jackson, Tenn
has all the power required to
the Fats
about
5,000
dark
at
tobacco growers,
3 382 785 81.1 pull four
lave! of the program-3.6 per cent
letsen constructed, taking into con.
were conditioning themselves by the meet and the principals tell
Januar
fourtee
y
14,
Wester
n-inch
n,
bottom
Murray
was
s
.
L623
for
and 888 against.
shot , of the necessary vote
-Jitterbugging- at the Hut and him that they and the schools
January 19, Delta State. Murray sideration all the work previously
in
county's vote was 72.5 under ordinary conditions.
By
McCracken county was the only trol.
Collegiate, campus hangouts.
neults for the 14 counties
the surrounding territories expect
simply
January 20, Middle Tennessee, done since the establishment of the
removi
per
ng
cent.
the
front
fender
one
of
the
four major burley proof the fest district were
Friday. the thirteenth, will be to send representatives in
Division of Rural Highways in 1936.
which takes less than a minute,
Murfre
esboro. Tenn.
5,987 ducing areas of the district
Dark F
music
in
Kentuc
ky
to degrowers fsvortng control and
unlucky for their opponents, both and oratory to the meetin
8714 miles of road have been ditchthis
supertr
Januar
actor
y
3,474 feat the control progra
21,
is
LOUIS
ready
Tennes
VILLE
for
see
g.
,
full
Tech.,
y., Dec. 22m for burOpposing :t
teams 'declare.
ed and shaped; 3034 miles have
A great interest should be shown Cookeville, Tenn.
ley tobacco, and the defeat here Dark-fired toacco
wers in .four load belt work.
Farm Program Loses Popularity
Will the Fats be sliced like in this meetin
January 77. Union University. been graded and drained; 2018
states
which
g since it does much
held
refe ida, on the
was only by a 1.5 per cent margin.
bacon, or will the Leans be tied in the
The vote was a clear indicat
miles of old road have been refiner development of the Murray.
ion Marshall county's burley grower basis of incomplete ret
Sats
in knots? Game time: 7:30 p. m., high
that th,2 New Deal's farm progra
January 28, West Tennessee, surfaced, and 3058 miles of new
school pupil and may also
m turned out to favor control by 87.5 urday failed to register th twoJanuary 13.
heartily endorsed in the first
surfacing have been placed. Also.
help in acquainting him with the Murray.
dis- per cent, and in Christian county thirds majority necessary to re n
trict just after going into
February 2, Tennessee Tech, a total of 74 bridges of over 28
easel the vote was 77.2 per cent for con- a marketing quota in 1939.
college, according to Mr. Wrather.
fodt
Murray.
span have been built.
Returns from the 88 counties
Februa
ry
4, Western, Bowling
in four states-Kentucky. Virginia,
A poultry flock belonging to A.
In the First District, 719 miles
Green.
Tennessee and Indiana-showed
D. Lee, Girrard county, made a
of roads were ditched and shaped:
----- Februa
ry 9. Arkansas College, 188
24,250 for to 15.846 against the
Mr. a
31.97-per-hen profit during the
Mrs. Andrew Osbron
miles graded and drained: 8
Batesville, Ark
Agricultural Adjustment Adminis- and son, H
past year.
rt. visited Mrs. OsFebruary 10• West Tennessee, miles resurfaced; and 229 miles
tration's proposed marketing quo- bron's mother,
J. C. Buster & Son, Russell Memphi
newly surfaced.
i's. C. T. Morrie.
•
s.
tas for next year.
and Robert Morr
county, purchased a Shorthorn bull
and daughters,
February 11, Delta State, MissisWith a majority of 66 2-3 per Carline and Bobby
to head a herd of purebred cattle. sippi.
nday. visa_
cent required to put the quotas
It pays to read oar Classifieds
Mr. and Mrs. Peyton
into effect proponents of the plan ed Mr. and Mrs. Davi
utson
had only a 60.5 majority.
Sunday.
Kentucky voted 13,740 for to 7,Herein Taylor and family vi
459 against, 84.8 per cent. Vir- ed at Walls Taylor's Sunday
.
ginia votes 3.120 for to 3.383
A large crowd reported a good
against. 47.9 per cent. Tennessee time at the party at Mr and
Mrs.
voted 7,327 for to 4,845 against. 60.2 Clifton Robinson's Tuesday night.
per cent. Indiana voted 63 for and These good folks have moved
to
where the vote was complete voted Walter Hooper's, near Conyers158 against, 28.3 per cent.
Last
year dark-fired farmers .v111e.
-Miss Frances Osbron. Mrs. Presvoted 81 per cent in favor of the ten. Taylor. Mrs. Johnson Thomason
Once Again
marketing quotas.
and Mrs. Hughes visited Mrs. Russell ,Neece, Thursday afternoon.
The Board o Pirectors of the Bank of Murray, after
Roy Adams and wife visited the
going over the business of the Bank very
latter's uncle. Andrew Osbron, and
carefully and observi
...,„
the increase in operating expenses, taxes, etc., from year
family Saturday night.
to year, felt that it
We are grateful for your patronage
was necessary to make
throughout
ain charges for handling4usiness that has shown a loss
Miss Frances Osbron attended
With the return of Ned Washer,
for the Bank. They,
the year. It has been our pleasure to rende
therefore, adopted the folio
r
candidate for center, the Murray the play at the Hazel high school
g service charges which will be instituted on and
service- worthy of your needs. We
after
January 1, 1939:
buildin
Saturd
g
ay
night.
Thorou
ghbred hopes were raised.
are thankful
Well, Tennessee can't beat good
that thus we may have been
Washer who left school some
helpful.
weeks ago to go to work in Detroit old Kentucky. when it comes to
help in time of hog-killing or in
Sincerely,
returned this week Ned reported
sickness.
for practice Thursday evening.
Old-time Hog-Killing
(the above does
--keighbors and friends of Edgar
and time
Adams
and
family
gathere
d at his
A five-acre field seeded by C.
E. Martin, Powell county, to al- h e, about 1 1-4 miles southeast
falfa in August has made good of Hirzel on 'December 13 at 12
o'clock, and by 4 o'clock they had
111 WA Atli
growth.
768 pounds of pork salted away,
24 gallons of lard strained sausage
sacked, pots and pans all washed.
and the meat for canning on cooking,. and it was ready to seal at
6:30. Now Golden Lock. can you
beat that? There were 18 of their
closest neighbors present.
-Zry -4=
We'll Agree There
1
Don't think I am
criticizing,
there can be as good neighbors in
,meneccacc
one state as there is in another!
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Wrather Prepares
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We Extend the Appropriate Greeting
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

To the Public and Customers
of The Bank of Murray:

Washer Returns

NATIONAL STORES CORP.
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Dies on Monday
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

NOTICE!

Fig or Date 33c

1

Volume CIV; No. ST

Cutchin Releases Murray
Basket Schedule for 1938
Many Friends

VOTE F NEEDED.last
MAJORITY BY ONLY
SMALL PER CENT

-

ton,
lp

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertis
ers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoo
n /becember 22,

$1.50

1938
Growers Reject Tobacco
I How First District
"Fats"and "Leans" to_Mix in Charlie Lynn
Burley Growers
Quotas on 1939 Marketing Dark,
Voted In Referendum
Dizzy Net Tilt January 13 Thanks His

Chrisbnaa
h.:(1
las
lp

COMPLETR COVERAGE OF ALL
CALL
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK OWAY

TIMES

a year in caitoway

Marshall, Graves, Hen1 ry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere in
a State of
the
Kentucky.
t? fin a year to any address
Ir''''"‘' other than above.

f' •

That Every One of You Etijoy the
Happiness of Christmas and the
Holiday Season

Hoping

4

e Wish to Take This Oppo
rtunity to Thank You for
Your Past Patronage and
Hope That We Will Be
Able to Serve You in the Year to
Come

Murray Paint & Wallpaperh_c4.3
North Fourth St
"HOOF OF SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PRODUCTS"

one

.-Loomilittopm.movinnymnpoommimimpumi

Mrs. Missouri Gupton. 90. died
Monday morning after 'an 8-days'
illness of pneumonia at the home
1111t of her son, G. B. Gupton. of near
Coldwater.
Funeral services were held at
11 o'clock Tuesday morning at the
G. B. Gupton home. Burial was
in the Swann family cemetery.
Survivals include a daughter,
Mrs. Lori Snow, of near Penny;
and two sons, the one previously
mentioned, and Aley Gupton. Murray.
Mrs. Gupton was also the mother
of five children who are now dead
They were Mrs. Hattie Hackett
Mrs. Ruby Garrison. Miss Maym,
Gupton, Miss Minnie Gupton, amt
Ed Gupton
It
Classifieds

pays to read our

0-111E1 STOPS
ITC11

1. Orian account that does not maintain an average
balance of $25.00
50c
not include savin gs accounts
deposits)
2. Bank drafts and cashs 's checks up to $1.00.00 10c
For each additional h
red or fraction thereof 10c
3. For paying overdrafts or ch s returned on account of "Not Sufficient Fun
charge for
each check
15c
4. For certifying checks up to $100.00-25c; for each
additional hundred or fraction thereof
10c
5. Making and renewing small loans-minimum
charge including interest
$1.00
6. Customer's checks-binding, imprinting and special checks furnished by the Bank at actual cost.
7. For cashing checks on out of town banks for persons who do not haven account with us (nondepositors)
Checks from $1.01 to $10.00
Sc
Checks from $10.01 to $50.00
10c
Checks from $50.01 to $100.00
15c
For each additional hundred or fraction
thereof
10c

We ask your cooperation in the above matters as
it is being done only to pay the bank for handling- tniprofitable business and not to drive away a singl
e customer.
We also wish to call your attention to the fact that
have been notified that the 'employees of
Bank of Murray come under the new \lige and Hour we
Bill, which' only permits the bank to work the
44
hours a week. This will necessitate ouri)pening the bank
in order that we may be in a position to stay within the for business at 9 A. M. and closing at 3 P. M.
law and not lay ourselves liable
hearty cooperation in this matter and
you make your arrangements to make your . We ask your
deposits and
transact your business before 3 o:clock.that
This is not a matter of our choice but it must
be done to protect
the employees under the law.
Yours for a Merry Christma
s and a Prosperous 1939,,
GEORGE HART, Cashier.
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ifINCORD CAGERS
SHOW NICE RECORD

Lynn Grove High
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)
Occur Around Hie( To Give Program
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mid
day night
The second team lost with a scary
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letter about two weeks ago.
Lowell is a fine student.
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the Mason hospital. is reported as
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I
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GREETINGS

A Real Good Old
Christmas
and a
Prosperous
New Year

Puryear People
Visit, Converse

May the joy of
Christmas Cheer
fill your hearts
with the sincere
blessings of the
Yuletide Season.

Again it is Our Pleasure to Wish for You 11
and Yours a Joyous Christmas and
a Most Prosperous New Year.
to Each of You For a
Happy Holiday Season

a: We Are Indebted

BUS STATION LUNCH

It Is Ou

FRAZEE & MELUGIN

Stzs

SAW!111ANOIC KAW$131Mit

ne

May the !

Your

Aumbulanco
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114101
••

When You Light Your Candles on Xmas
Evening Remember
Each and Everyone In Our Organization

Card of Thanks

HENDON'S TEXACO SERVICE
STATION

W. Stephens, Powell county
club boy, has housed 100 pulraised on corn mixed feeds
milk.

)4.P.WO.WAN

Butter

JACK SHARBOROUGH
Noble Farris
Dave Hopkins
Lindsay Roberts
Humphreys Key
Sam Boyd Neely
Bessie Outland -Colson
1938 an
We Are Appreciative of Your Business During
- ful 1939
Trust That Each of You Will Have a Su( ctss

ere/ aft
And a "Happy New Year" Will Be
Yours If You Use "SUNBURST
Pasteurised Milk, Cream
and Sweet Cream

We thank you for your
patronage during the
Past Year, and wish
for you and yours a
full measure of the season's Choicest delights

Calloway Count
Lumber Co.
Phone 72
Murray, Ky.

41

am,

/

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191

Or

Happy New Yeai
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-

.
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Wishes You A

Merry Christmas

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!-
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R. H .VANDEVELDE
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Plain to Ilse farm vacated by Kenso with it. Those Edwards are he Denham and Eva Stubblefield
dall Airritatrong of near Lynn
fine folks and *we regret leaving shopped in Paris Friday.
Gnawthem. And there is another sweet
Miss Leona Farris and brother,
Fadeouts Improve
woinan I Must say a few words to Dwen L., were week-end guests
MIS. Katie Paschall and Mrs.
that has been so nice to me. and of their grandparents, Mr. and
Vick Miller are some improved.
that is Mrs. Guy Moore. Louise Mrs. Lee Myers,
Both have been very sick for the From the 1938 Crop Which May Be Received By the and Dorothy, we will miss you
„a.
past two weeks.
Doran Preaches
Large Crowd Attends Bib
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers'
.all.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Paschall are
tote to Hear Promine
Eld. !tartan Doran filled his
Ms. Beckie Crouse always has
Association
the parents of a baby boy born
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a smile for everyone. We are glad regular appointment at the ChrisSunday night. Both mother and
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Grade
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Advance to
baby are doing nicely.
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144 16.
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Nutting
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at,, a very inspiring young man and
B3F
14.00
14.00
"wat of
11.50
9.00
don't imagine I Will get to see
ow
has
a
great
zeal
for
the
Sunday
Pink Curd In Murray
B4F
"'Weite te
10.00
10.00
9.00
6.50
own
them all. There are Mrs. Rony
School to grow. We are very
Pink Curd was in Murray Thurs'',1•1 with
B5F
8.00e
16.9 pr
8.00
7.20
6.00
Wilson. Mrs. Taylor Crouse, Mrs. day.
proud of young Mr. Richerson.
tF,ir Bible
BiD
tute cl
20.00
20.00
Ocus Lawrence., Elton, David and
17.00
We are very glad our pastor,
Miss Leona Farris and brother.
dy night.
skerli
ber 9.
B2D
Jessie Brooks. Mrs. Zelner Crouse, Owen and Clifton, visited Miss
18.00
18.00
14.40
df.iring the
L. Bro. Lawrence, is much improved.
n were
Mrs.
Drinkard,
Oleta
Swift,
Mrs.
B3D
15.00
15.00
We welcome cur old neighbors.
Beulah Lamb Sunday afternoon.
12.00
8.50
R. Riley, pas
Oros
I Lune
011ie Hale, Louise Phillips. Lou
B4D
A number from this route atMr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor and
10.00
Jim Hooker,
10.00
8.25
6.60
eh, Bro. Leon,
Spann,
-AlMts.
Fate
Fulton,
Mrs
tended the candy breaking at
B5D
7.80
7.80
gar- family, back to this community to
Mayfield,
6.50
6.00
ooldri
bert
Ellison,
Mrs.
Ned
Coleman,
Charles Coles' Wednesday night of
be our near neighbors again. They
ray: Bro_
B3M
10.00
10.00
8.00
6.80
Water alley.
and Mrs. Joe Jackson! I will be last week.
are living on Walsie Lewis' place.
There were
B4M
sermons Nehich
7.60
7.60
6.40
5.20
thinking
of
you
all
and
I
hope
Damen and Rebecca Wilkerson
Were enjoyed ,by
large
all.
B5M
6.75
6.75
to see you all again.
Families Change Residences
6.09
5.00
crowd attende44he Traini
Vision and Mattie Jo Tinsley spent SunIt's moving time in this comThanks Mrs. Crider
B3G
9.50
9.50
8.00
6.60
and heard Bro,Cortibs, th moon- day afternoon with Revena and
Mrs. Aubra
I want to thank Mrs. Ruth Cri- munity. Mr. and
B4G
7.25
7.25
6.00
5.30.
thin Preacher 'Glad Rudo
Pas. Martha Lou Taylor.
der, the school teacher, for being Shrader moved in with Mr. and
Brack
B5G
Swarm
messreceived
a
5.60
5.60
5.00
ehall was able to teach h sun.
4.40
so kind to my little girl and for Mrs. Evans Irvin. Mr. and Mrs.
day Schsol clog. He was tent age that his sister, Mary Lawrence,
CH.
17.00
17.00
13.50
letting her ride from school. You Coty Taylor moved in with Mr.
wife
of
Frank
Lawrence,
was
from the study course been
of
CL
15.00
15.00
12.00
have saved her front a long walk and Mrs. Tom Langston. Mr. and
seriously ill at her home in Luther.
ilinesa
C3L
12.00
12.00
10.60
7.20
many times. Good luck and best Mrs. Ellie Paschall moved to the
Tex. Mr. Swarm left gt once for
Uncle Georg, Windsor
C4L
10.00
wishes from the writer. There is Luther Deering farm on Murray
10.00
8.40
6.80
Texas.
neatly so Will this week.
another family we will never forC5L
8.40
8.40
6.80
5.20
Mr and Nees, Harry
Wilkerson& Have Guests
get-Mr. and Mrs. Raymond PerC1F
16.50
16.50
14.50
moved from Mrs. Lula Pa. r
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Armstrong
ry's. Best wishes to you all and
C2F
16.00
16.00
13.00
a mete;hristmas!
C3F
12.40
12.40
10.00
8.40
-Sweet Pea
C4F
9.40
9.40
8.20
7.60
C5F
8.20
8.20
7.00
6.00
C2D
12.50
12.50
9.70
C3D
9.50
9.50
7.50
6.80
C4D
8.00
8.00
6.80
5.20
Pianos By
C5D
6.80
6.80
5.20
4.40
C3M
9.60
9.50
8.00
6.80
J. T. Dulaney of Sheridan, Ark.,
C4M
and brother, Mai-vin, of near The World's Finest. 28 Styles to
7.20
7.20
6.40
5.20
Select From. Get Our Prices
Mayfield were in Hazel Thursday
C5M
6.40
6.40
5.20
4.40
Before You Buy a Piano
visiting old friends. J. T. Dulaney
C3G
8.20
8.20
7.20
6.00
formerly resided with his family
GUITARS
C4G
6.40
6.40
5.20
4.40
in this community.
$4.98 up. Violins 53.50 up. UM
C5G
5.50
5.50
4.40
3.60
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Denham
Bows, Our Price 79c. seimer
have returned to their home in
Band Instruments, Sheet Mask,
X1L
9.00 X3F
6.00 X5D
3.60
Williamsburg, Ky., after a numPiano Accordians
X2L
8.00 X4F
5.20 X3M
5.00
ber of days visit with relatives
X3L
6.80 X5F
4.50 X4M
4.00
here.
May the Spirit of Christmas Be With You Bounteously
X4L
5.50 X1DH
8.40 X3G
Mr. and Mrs. Clete Patschall and
4.50
120 So. 4th St., Paducah
Now and Forevermore
Next to Orr's Chili Parlor
X5L
children. Ileen and Joe, Mrs. Char4.50 X2D
6.80 X4G
3.60
X1F
9.00
X3D
5.20
X5G
2.75
It Is Our Devout Wish That Your New Year Be a
X2F
8.00 X4D
4.40 NG
2.75
WE WISH
A YOU
1
Prfsperous One!

i

Minister Teac e
Study Cours a
Sinking Sp

'

SCHEDULE OF ADVANCES
FOR TYPE 23 TOBACCO

Route 4, Mr. and Mrs, P. M.
Shrader have rooms at Fred Bray's
and Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris
have rn:Aped to the Claud Orr
place.
Lon Shrader and Luther Farris
transacted
business in
Murray
Thursday.
Clem Culpepper has returned
from Little Rock, Ark. He is
much improved since his operation.

News is Scattered
In Blue Jay's Town

12.09

Hazel Route I Has
Christmas Spirit

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hutson spent
Sunday as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Oren Hutson and son, E. J.
Henry Morris spent Sunday with
his mother and brother, Mrs. C. T.
Morris, and Bob Morris and children.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Aulton's two
children have scarlet fever but
are doing nicely at the present.
Charles Nance and Robert, Jr,„
Carlisle, spent
Sunday
as the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. 0. Carlisle.
Eloise Hutson spent Sunday night
with Sue Nance.
Nance to Puryear
Payton Nance went to Puryear
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Osbron
spent Sunday with Mrs. Osbron's
mother and brother. Mrs. C. T.
Morris and Bob Morris and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance and
ohildren, James Thomas and Sue
Nance. were Sunday ,guests of
Mr. and Mrs. David Hutson and
children.
Mhxine Hutson spent Sunday
night with Faustine Thomas.
-Blue Jay

Your friendship makes our
business all the more pleasant. With our gratitude for
your patronage during the
past

we

extend

our

most

cordial wishes for a
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

GREETINGS

and a
to

You

asod

Yours on this

HAPPY

joyous holiday

NEW
YEAR

occasion

WURLITZER

DAY & NITE
LUNCH
LLOYD WORKMAN, Prop.

MERRY MUSIC CO.

GILIAR"T-DORON
FUNEIRAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Ariss.---

await

Kirksey over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver,
Rubie Fay and Gloria Ann visited
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Edwards a
while Saturday night. Yes, there
Phone 195 Sweet Pea to Move From Cole's were plenty of music and candy to
Camp Ground; Expresses
Christmas Wish

Fire Destroys
Downie Home

CAPITOLL

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

TODAY AND FRIDAY

A building of J. L. Lynn's, where
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Downie lived,
was destroyed by fire Friday night.
The young couple was away from
home and didn't save any of their
household property.
Folks, I guess this will be the
last letter I will write from Cole's
Camp Ground; for it is moving
time for us renters and share-Croppers.
All of the little children will be
looking for Santa to fill their
stockings. I hope every little child
The Management and All the Employees of the National will get a Christmas gift and will
be provided with warm clothes
Hotel Extend the Season's Greetings, With Deep
and food.
Appreciation for the Wonderful CoMr._ arid Mrs. Robert Edwards
This
operation
Us
Given
visited Mrs. Sam Smith of near
Year.

NATIONAL HOTEL
WILLARD DAVIDSON, Mgr.

.MAIWP.AkolW
linifilI000914111044100101W0

and chihten, Lartie. Harue and
J. C., Mr. and Mrs. Pete West, Mr.
and Mzs. Hollis West ad son,
Kenneth. Sonnie West, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wilkerson and children, Lynn, Hugh Thomas and
Linda Fay, were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Wilkerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bruce of
Mayfield were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Bruce's parents, Mr. and Mrs
George Windsor. Mr. and Mrs.
Lucian Hart and daughters, Laura
Nell and Mandell, were also visitors of Mr. and 'Mrs. Windsor.'

A
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

SATURDAY ONLY

THEY'LL WARM
THE
COCKLES
OF YOUR
HEART,

•

ZANE GREY'S gis
0The agitiOu
Ali

WITH

RUSSELL HAYDEN
SIDNEY TOLER

*
SJeasods
easons Creefinqs

Opening the Ehnus Beale Hotel
December 25

WE WISH YOU

'Al•I•14 Law presents

ftlItIffg',010ofVOWS
••

deMintiANONIAMMUMANSISAMIggekt
a

YS

PIO
CHARLOTTE

Also RED BARRY No. 11
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
Although we have been in
business a very few months,
we extend to you a very
cheerful holiday greeting
and express ,the hope that
our paths will meet often in
1939.

PENNY SINGLETON
ARTHUR LAKE
LARRY SIMMZ
GENE LOCKHART
A ,C01,UMSIA 4PICiURE

TOM'S
CLEANERS

V Based on
CHIC YOUNG'S
Comic Strip

CHRISTMAS DAY and MONDAY
A PoP•WP P4

[A

t°

Phone 567

sunsuine
.01001/4.
Lure turns the
-bursting wan kisses..;
Heart
tntichie• r...-la"ughrer-rhythrnsi
WIPP

A

ilinWilitellgeMANIAMOASA WAWA WAWA:We

the Light of the Old Year Fades Out We
Extend •ur Hearty Thanks for the Awunt
of Bu nests You Have Favored Us With.
tNiaiiipar Beams Its ShinTo You and Yours ...
i
g
I
t of joy and Good Cheer,
ing
May Santa Claus Fill Your Socks Full of Something
We Take This Opportunity to
Besides Holes and Your Pockets Full of Dreams
and Maybe a Few Little Negotiable Scraps
Wish You a Very
of Paper Too.

As

Indeed We Do Wish You the
Merriest of Merry Christmases!

- Robert Kest • bee Travis
J. Farrell MacDonald

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

you.ott:
glifiouo win

1
'
111111111111114
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SiAlkQem 11011PILIE/7ut
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W. E. Sparks Co.
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EDWIN JAMES
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JAMES BUCHANAN
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
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SCIENTIFIC DISPLAY—It may
not be long before the bundler
displays his sausage and veal on
la "ferns wheel" in his iseare window, or the millinee, attracts milady's attention by installing a
"merry-go-round" in her hat store.
making possible a constant parade
MEW YORK. December 22-WASHINGTON—Groceew....
of the latest creations. At any
HUSINESS—Santa'i pack is going ern hardware merchants,
f
rate, a Philadelphia meetoJt ,
to be heavier this year, retailers appliance shops and others selling
ting engineers was
throughout the country report.
at retail to the public should Wisp last week by H. M. Ales.a.n.lei.
lot of American women are going their shelves filled for the next architect of the Libby-Owens-Ford
to be surprised with gifts of lin- tew months, even if general in- Glass Company, that the "revolvguine, handbags, costume Jeferragf. dustrial activity declines. That is ing stage" of the theatre would
and watches, oecause the stores the advice to be taken from the soon be applied to pep up the
my that these are the things mod. forecast made by the Bureau of nation's show windows. Another
popular with male buyers this year. Agricultural Economics that Mr. innovation that Mr. Alexander unMore expensive items such as re- and Mrs. America will increase folded at the same meeting is
rugs, furniture and &their spending considerably during "luminous architecture," or indirect
frigerators
fur coats, however, aren't going rthe next quarter. The bureau, lighting through translucent, variinto as many homes this Christ- which accurately forecast the re- colored structural glass for "face
mas as in 1937. although many of cent recession, however, is not too lifting" the fronts of stores, office
them are being purchased. Even optimistic about the outlook in buildings and theatres.
drug stores...nre profiting from the major industries such as auto and
holiday spending spree, with custo- steel. "Little or no further increase
THINGS TO WATCH FORmers buying gift merchandise in in these important industries can
"Talking Christmas cards" or minthe 50 cent to $1 range in greater be looked for during the next seviature phonograph records giving
volume than anticipated.
eral months," it concluded.
the season's greetings in the donor's
own voice . . . All-rayon rugs,
•
available in Oriental patterns . . .
Curbstone banking for busy motorists who ere too rushed to go into
the bank . . . All-color movie of
the children's story. -The Wizard
of Oz" : . . Light on dashboard
of auto to tell whether tail light

Behind the Scenes in
American Business

is otat.

We know no worthier time for expressing
pleasure and appreciation for the patronage
have given us during the year.

our
you

And while we are ab7it it, we wish you a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a
HAPPY NEW YEAR

R. H. FALWELL & CO.
INSURANCE — BONDS
Phone SO

Peoples Bank Bldg.

INVITATION TO A. PARTY—
When a group of tax-conscious
colonists staged the Boston Tea
Party-on December 16, 1773, there
was only one Boston. Now, on the
165th anniversary of the event,
`there are thirteen additional cities
named Boston in the nation. This
bit of inforniation came to light last
'week when it was disclosed that
all fourteen -Hubs" are loining in
a commemoration of that event.

I Frank Poyner and Frank Raney
Go Into Grocery Busidees
En Community

Outstanding Yield
Two Kentucky farmers who
tried growin
hybrid corn this
your
yields of 10 to 50
Der cent over CUICUS411 kinds of
Cora.
Kentucky white hybrid produced
more than 10 per coat cyst' Pride
of Saline, the highest yielding
common variety, and the beat yellow hybrid produced a- gourds
more than Reid's Yellow Dent,"
The avenge increase over Reid's
Yellow Dent via. • •
to
the icre. Anduldwg.
bushel
of seed plants 'night
the increase in production from an investment of $8 for Ksentucky white
hybrid seed, as compared with
Reid's Yellow Dent, would amount
to 114 bushels, which, at 50 cents
a bushel, would be worth $57.
Or. stating the value of hybrid
corn in another way, a farmer who
has been planting 10 acres of
Reid's Yellow Dent could produce
the same number of bushels on
714 acres by using hybrid seed.

'oft

Yo

In memory 4 par dear little
granddaughter and babe, Charlene
Hill.
She who has been called agar
J,
as Christmas time &Totes nigk
and we see all the. little girls and and
by with their delis.dten. It Pia. Is. then we sigh. and Pre sad at IF v'N
Christmas time.

Li

Inotheer4,14Ettwhen dreY t8
all come
115- lilednetere; ,
It seems we still look for her, but N
her place is still eagynt, hem en V

.410 sthe
swim. aortolk
aornut 12

I'
earth.
"
ni
/V4
The
i$r Mtlib
iss
been broken.. but may, we
live ear* day that we may meet
her an the gteat beyond, where
there will be no sad goodbyes.
And now we cannot give her
gifts and toys, all we can do is
place a little wreath upon her
grave at Christmas time.
The Family.

It Pays to Read the Classifieds

twaint After

atoary dr!

.6,,

lie

if pr;,,•
He w ill
c be,Ilesit to ehe o ,
Na''llettOpill for instructic,.
N4Fjf specialty of trinsferred
In
to
Art In the US Sect for
duty
Yuung
IllsifEraduate of
class of '37,
ane '
esilistnient at
tht
A Navy Recruiting Station,
J4,

Christmas Stock.zngs
t to be FILLED

Were Me

Nocmoxig

toYot

M.

Give her stockings by all
own particular legs. In other v

Stockings individually sin]
and foot size. There's a pe.
every lady on your list an,'
flattering,so personal, so
c

In the universal spirit of Friendliness and
Service 'at this glad season, we extend to you
our wishes for a delightfully happy holiday.
We thank

you

and trust that

for

your patronage in

we can serve you

,.t be stile they fit •
8elle-Sba rrn,
t.h. as well as Icr..
41/rliseer

siz,

then,
And here exdusl,
It all love

1938

,Belle-Shar
$1.00 $1.15

better in

1939.

Fool Size Has o Nuns

W. S. FITTS & SON

Jessamine cfnty Negro farmers
are slaughtering 100 hogs and making box bacon, lard, and canniag
sausage.

1r4V

In Loving Memory

Hybrid Corn Gives

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall
and son. Vernon Hugh, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Arlin Paschall Thursday
night.
Leonard Paschall visited Mr.
and Mrs. Clay Cook Friday night.
Frank Poyner and Prank Rainey,
two fine young men, have gone
into the grocery business at Jon*
Mill and are driving a peddling
truck four days a week. Hope
the young mem make good.
Hildred Paschall was in Paris'
Friday.
Mrs. Rebecca Paschall and Oman
Paschall were in Hazel Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Lee have
moved to near Cottage Greve.
Miss Nance Reenters School
Mildred Nance was able to return to school after being absent
Ann Gillis, the delight/1H. "Becky for nine days with flu.
Thatcher" of "Tom Sawyer," reWe are planning to have a
turns to the screen as "Little Or- Christmas tree at our school at
C. L. Walker. Marshall county,
phan Annie" in Paramount's coin- Cottage Grove December 3. live used superphosphate on four acres
of land this spring, and has cut 24
edy-dranut of the same name, all the children can be there.
Mrs. Jewel Key has been help- loads of high-grade hay.
uhich opens Sunday at the Capitol Theatre. The story is based on ing Mrs. they Key can meat.
Harold Gray's famed comic strip•
Mrs. Paschall limstroves
Fork Sunday and were dinner
Mrs. Nannie Paschall, who has guests uf Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Pascharacter.
been suffering with indigestion, is chall.
better at this writing.
Mrs. Jim Wilkerson and Mrs.
shipments of pianos totaled 11,120
Mr. and Mrs. V,..nter Paschall Lula Orr are on the sick list. We
units, second highest for any month visited Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Orr Sun- wish them both speedy recoveries.
since 1929 . . . Addressograph- day and Sunday night.
A merry Christmas and a harpy
Multigraph Corp.. plans $754000
Mr. and Mrs. One Key and son. new year to all of you!
plant espnasion.„ . . RFC an- Orbs, attended church at North
—Happy Jack.
nounees_grant of $25,000,000 credit
to China for the purchase of KA
NO,91110M101110%Wit
American agricultural and manufactured products . .. Daniel C
Roper resigns as Secretary of Commerce . . . 'Traffic on air lines in
November 45 per cent above same
month year ago . . . Leonard P.
Ayres, of the Cleveland Trust Company, predicts business upswing in
1939, with conditions definitely better than 1938.

HEADLINES IN NEW YORK—
President Roosevelt increases mortgage insurance limit of Federal
Housing Administration from $2,000,000,000 to $3.000.000.000 . . .
Unemployment in November was
at lowest level of 1938, according
to A. F. of L. ... Federal Reserve Ruth Hepburn
index of industrial production
Gets
A. Degree
lumps to 100 as compared with 76
in May and 96 in October .
From
Chicago U.
Looking over the earnings reports—
higher: Serve!. Inc. and Rath Packing; lower: Western Union and
Ruth Eleanor Hepburn of ColFlorsheim Shoe . . . November lege Station. Murray, was awarded
the degree of Master of Arts at
the one hundred and ninety-fourth
convocation of the University of
Chicago Tuesday !n the Rockefeller Memorial Chapel.
A total of two hundred and fiftyfour degrees were, conferred by
President Robert M. Hutchins,
eighty-three of this number beisig
awarded to graduates living outside the Chicago area.

O
uNker"MI

f
4.
\li
t. •

Sick Improve at
Sycamore Center

Orphan

Easy

of Iks'i avail

MOINTE

.

slio'r otedimot

er Stockings
$1.35 Per Pair

u7

111VS.S . .. .

,4:c.
1.47.111116
. 4111"
,b.., pb,:a"

THE BROOKS SHOPPE

East Main Street 7

ANIONii0Ai

123 Broadway-ooMayfield, Ky.

'St

-" '7--

- 'And A Happy
a

NEW YEAR
For The 51st. Time
For maey long.years it has been the privilegf
of. the Rhodes-Burford Company to serve you
during the days of Christmas preparation and
for the 51St time we have enjoyed the seasol
in which the whole world joins to make it the
.happiest time'ofthe-year
May the kindly
light of love and friendship lead us.e.n through
the Yule Holiday's to Happy years of good fortune and happiness Petr the rest of your lives.

3 More Shopping Day.'
•••

ERIN
IIRISTM,115

G

The same old words, perhaps, but we mean them in the Old-Fash:oned way from the bottom of our hearts. Thanks for your Fine
patronage in 1938, the greatest year in our history, and it is with pleasure that we extend the season's greetings to you.
To each and all of you we extend a sincere Greeting for a Happy and
Prosperous 1939, and trust that we may serve you during it and the
other years to come.

for

RHODES
BUlo

Signed;

Gifts

co.

The Entire Personnel of the
That
Cheer

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

Throu-Out

•

"More
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS itUILT OUR STORES

Main Store 118-120 No, 4th St.—Paducah
Branch Store, Mayfield, Ky.

The Year

Than 25 Years of Successful Experience in Serving the People
of Calloway County on Their Building Problems."
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Edward Parsley. Rd= oases
In getting tobacco ready far
2. Payment or agreement to :ty given 111 writing by the Coinan apprentice
during which
Deft
amber, sold a
many Breckinridge spumy 4-11 club
stripping,
duly
authorized
his
or
Minior.
:Itissioner
rates
than
loss
pay
Indiaor
trade
the
learn
may
1 The term
tiodli
no event county farmers used the model calf on the Louisville market fur
,
aessLin
subepresentative,
shall*
Order,
Wage
mum
of
order
by
Plied
try
shall
be
mean an industry
-Imaleems
485.50.
ject to a fine of not WI'S than l lien the Commissioner approve a wall press for the first time.
the Commissioner of Industrial
or branch thereat
gegi*.oloomen
which shill exceed
$550.00 nor more than 010.00 or tieductiun
Relations after investigation by
ployed,
or melons are
imprisonment of 10. to 40 days • wenty-two (220 oueir per meal
him or persons authorized by
but limn not inc
oilfields swin jail or both in the discretion,;,tot exceeding twenty-age 121)
him, and such period. • when
vim in the hen ot the enteibyer
of the jury . or court Each )iteeis per -week nor avidas Mall
fixed by his order, shall become
of labor on a
week and each employee affect- t xceed forty (40c) cents per night
this regulation for such
of
part
shall
2- The kid) foldesployer"
ed ehall be a separate offense. t.ot exceeding seven I 1 ) nights
shall
and
industry
particular
any corpessaigg. partnership,
have the same force end effect
8. Failure to keep or furn- ;)-tclging per week.
1)( gairidilual. owning
'BIM. Wine
herein.
'written
if
as
information or recOrds to . (b) Uniform - Where urnish
or ikagiking Ossy busifor 11111111Weald
c) During such period.
forms are used the employer
the Commissioner of 1,dustrial
es &fined In definition numendment Is an loom
shall in no case make deducwhets shall be Seed by order
Relations or his reprapastative
Le. ber 1.
Mo
ease shati3gi
Industions for an amount in excess
of tram ConunissiOner
upon conviction shall be subject
allowed
3. Tht Len "
of the actual cost of the unitrial ljelegions, no employee
to -a fine of not less then $25.00
et
sinAma I6
of
ie
illim
ner
r
Com=
r.t..
shall r/:
forms.
shall be paid a -wage less than
nor more than $100.00. el.1=1116 ,e>..Ficgtve
Coenthe
Industrial aplations of
sixty-five la%) per cent of
(c) 'rips and Gratuities-No
(b) Any employee grid less
monweale of Kentucky.
the minimum wage for a regudeductions shall be made from
then the minimum fair wage, on
met
*
PrankWhich
Drafting Bur4. The term "Ibnpleyees" means
lar employee as herein set
the minimum fair wage rate for and BEST WISHES
cite action, may receiver full
Mat and 7th, recomtart,
Ski fcmalus ver twenty-one years
forth.
tips or gratuities IFeceived by
amount from emplo4 less
ie
a
st
i
rdstratise
Z
regulamended
for THE NEW YEAR
emeither
of
shall
of
employer
persons
W. C Burrow, Commissioner
di No
'm toemployees (hobs ile course of
amount actually paid
the
le salary of age and
4o
tions
4
twenty
20%)
e age of 21.
ploy more than
Industrel Relations last Wednes- and ipbe health and ecelare of sex under
ern,plegment, unless the emgether with costs expelided.
We
day accepted the report and adper cent of the umber of total
per alio *aped for the right
11. Waive No emplane shall
womait and minor empl yees,
,Reguliti4ne:
as aPewenticesnie be paid less than the • Bellowing
employees
ministrative regulations Of the
.10 take -credit Ost such sums so
.
,
Cortealissioner Burros ordered'
ernEvery
Minor:
of
.tate
Workers, unless such employer hourly rates:
Minimum Wage Board which proreceived Asy .0eggloyees and has
Publieed
and plc)
, shall keep in a form apvides a floor of 25 centit an hour the regulations
employ less than five (5) emreceived 'aeliMtan authority from
148)
fortiseight
first
The
(a>
foe women And minors with tirm stated that he would ca. a public pro i by the Commissioner of
ployees, in which event the emthe Csialliklidoner or his authorat an
not Industrial Relations a certificate
on such regulei
week:
one
any
of
hours
I beartni
and One-half for all time in excess Isooner
ployer shall be entitled to one
ized representative so to do. In
30 of apt issued by the local school
twenty-five(25c)
than- 15 nor late:
of
rate
hourly
of 48 hours a week.
apprenticeship worker.
no event shall the credit taken
•
publi- authorities or a copy of their birth
dAYS Stea the date of
cents per hour.
10. Pulallias and Remedies for
be in excess of fifty (50) per
Burrow, under the pagers vest- cation.
certificate.
(b) A week in excess of
Violation of Wage Board Orders
ed in the Commissioner of Induscent cf the wages paid. '
forty-eight 148) hours of any
2. Illeowii: Each employer shall said Reggiadeas:
dfage
The complete report Of
trial Relations y Sections% of thi
d) Each employer taking
one week at an hourly rate of
keep a record, in a form approved
As provided in Section 17 of
law, legating to the protection t•t Board follows:
credit for meals, lodging, unithirty-seven and one-half 37 lec)
by the Commissioner, of the hours the Minimum
Wage Law for
forms, tips or gratuities, shall
cents per hoar for each hour in
and wages of each employee, and Women and Minors,
reeeive and keep on file for the
hours.
(48)
forty-eight
of
excess
his
shall, on demand, submit a sworn
or
11111111111111114Miliblinli01111111111161011111101"WI
la) An employer
Furniture Company
period of one year, a receipt
(a)
Wages:
of
12.
Payment
copy of such record to the Comagent on conviction for:
_
_
the employee showing the
from
deboth-No
or
lodging
tohis
representative,
missioner or
1. Discharge of discrimina- Meal;,
amount of deductions and the
the
gether with such other information
tion against an employee be- ductions shall be made from
week in which made.
meals
for
rate
wage
fair
his
in
may
minimum
as the Commissioner
cause of service on or testimony
te) Every employee shall reto
discretion deem necessary.
before a wage board, or because or lodging, or both, furnished
to his employer at the
port
Our
unemployer
the
by
3. Posting: A notice issued by
of belief that an employee any employee
time of receiving his weekly
for
the Commissioner of Industrial Remight no serve or testify shall til the employer's appOation
Greetings
wages the exact amount rereviewed
lations setting forth the adminisbe subject to a fine of not less such - deduction has been
ceived in tips and gratuities,
trative regulations, together with
than $50.00 nor mere than and approved by the Commissioner
Sincere
and failure to make such remandatory
and
of Industrial Relations and authorall directory
$200.00.
port or the making of a fraudorders, shall be posted in a conulent report shall be cause for
spicuous place in every room
'With the sincerity of Old
dismissal.
where work is carried on.
Santa eliaus himself, we
fie In no case shall the total
So
Employees,:
4. 8taissaien4
wish for each and every one
deductions allowed an employer
sall
employees,
givep
be
shall
There
exceed the actual amount of
you, our friends and
of
each
to
then
and
now employed,
wages paid an employee, exthe Same oldcustomers
exsheet
wage
new employee, a
clusive of tipe and gratuities.
but sincere
basis of computing
the
plaining
added
was
New
A Very Merry Christmas, and a Happy
(This amendment
wages under the standards estabby Commissioner Burrow De'Year and with it our sincere desire that the comlished.
cember 14, 1938, under power
ing season finds you in the best of health.
Merry Christmas Season
5. Handicapped Employees: No
granted him by Section 7a of
woman or minor whose earning caWage Law.)
Minimum
the
pacity has been impaired may be
Nie shall endeaiser, just as-in -die years past, to
in
Nothing
13, Limitatkpa:
We have appreciated your holiday business as
paid at less than the minimum fair
serve you to the best of our ability. Your conthese regttlatiOhs shall be conas during the entire year and take great
well
standard, until a special liwage
strued by any employer as authortimed Patronage will be appreciated.
cense has been obtained by the
pleasure in greeting you in this manner and only
izing him to reduce any hourly or
employer from the Commissioner
is now being
whch
wage
weekly
wish we could greet more of you personally.
of Industrial Relations. Such lipaid by him to any employee,
more
for
issued
be
not
shall
cense
and any such reduction shall be
than five (5%) per cent of the emconsidered in violation of these
establishment.
one
any
ployees in
regulations and the spirit of the
the
of
personnel
entire
wages
and
the
t
shall
The managemen
and in no case
Act.
Telephone 234
(80%)
paid be less than eighty
South Side Square
Porter Motor Company join in wishing you a
No provisions of the. Act or of
per cent of the' minimum fair
shell
any regulation thereunder
Walter Boone, 0. B. Boone, Billy Boone,
wage standard established.
eacuse non-compliance with any
8. Piece Work: Women and
Daniel Boone, Howard Boone
Federal or State law Kleunicipal
minors employed on • piece work
Tinimuns
W.Vii*PAW
a
,estsibliseeng
Year!
ordinance
New
Mrs. Thela Wachtel
Happy
and
s
Christma
Merry
basis shall be employed and corn wage higher Than the minimum
ated at piece work rates which
tnsimim
wage established under this Act
_ to each such employee a
IViTO
We sincerely hope that we may continue to serve
eit rrtaxinCetris ireekeereek -levees.
station not less than the
c
tem the maximum work-week
1939.
year,
minimum fair -wage standard estabcoming
the
you throughout
evablished under this Act, and no filkaggaillIMOWA
MOW NOMN
tided by these orders.
prevision of this Act relating is
7. Waiting Time: Time during
thc employment c-f child labor
which employees are required to
shill justify non-compliance with
premises
employer's
the
wait on
SEASON'S BEST
any Federal or State law or muthe
by
provided
4 and no work is
ordinance establishing a
nicipal
as
counted
employer shall be
GIIE TING
higher standard than the standard
working time and paid for at the
t
under this Act.
established
individual worker's regular wage
regu14. Conclusion: The above
Effective from 7 per hour whether or not the manlations shall become effective at
p.m., December ner of compensation is by the hour
tilt , time and in the manner pro.
or by piece rates.
vieed by law and shall remain in
24,to 4:30 a.m.,
8. Health Provisions: (g) No
fu I force and effect until modified,
female
any
employ
shall
employer
7•••
2
December
arc ended or nullified by the action
for more than five hours without
of this or any Wage Law for
a rest paiod of at least 45 minWomen and Minors in the ComAnd from 7p.m., utes.
m- -nwealth of Kentucky.
be
shall
(to
to
31,
employee
No
December
this December 8, 1938.any
in
emtiloyed
knowingly
(Sighed) Frank D. Peterson,
4:30 a.m., Januhad
ever
has
who
establishment
4-Chairman Minimum Wage Board
a venereal disease unless there
ary 3.
far Women and Minors.
employhas been filed with the
Approved by:
reputer a certificate from a
W. C. Burrow, Commissioner of
able physician that such perIndustrial Relations Cemmonson has been completely cured.
.I
-se r. telephone rates sill be In effect hissert( sristmun LC,
wealth of Kentucky, December
any any employer who has in,
et -lee-, on
day, and the Monies after each of the
1938.
14;
ma 1 New
Who
Patrons
the
n
to
formation that there is in his We Express Our Deepest Appreciatio
in the United States.
call,sweets
employ an employee who has a
have so splendidly Supported Us Since We Have
rates regularly in effect every night after seven stei all
A Merry Christmas and a Happy,
it low
venereal disease or who has
ply on the two holitley week-ends beginning a- :yen
dais Sodas,s
had a veneral disease shall ime
Established Ourselves in This City, and We
New Year!
a
extending until 4:30 the following Tuesday ne ttne
&mune night
mediately discharge such emWish for Each of You a Very Merry
Person-to-Person and S tation to-Sta ion calls.
ployee and shall not reemploy
This idedo
him or her until the above
unity to make both ihe Christmas week-end and New
Christmas and a Happy New
I: this'
named certificate has been preyear a time of greater happiness.
Yeariseck-end
Year!
filed.
sented and
. With these special lew rates in effect you col t.sk 2
'Well! Christmas is almost here
le cost is
(c) No employer shall keep
I have for a number of years
and
BASEMENT BEALE HOTEL
for 35 cents, 200 milts kw 65 cents, 1.000 mile- for
employee
distare 01 100
no
and
employed
forward to the annual
.;
locked
of
$1.s;ad gremer statues at corresponcencreyeew cost %shell using Suitenshall work when a member
event of us brothers and sisters and
ersoneo-Person serviec is slightly higher.
employee's household has a
to Sewn wets
v
*randchildren meeting at mother's
contagious disease during the
and father's to spend Christmas
period that such disease may
clae hut the family circle has been
NINVISON
be Contracted by personal conbroken since last Christmas and
by persons. uncarried
tact
or
INCORPORATID
my mother was taken away in
less such employee absents
Merry Christmas and Happiness
July so you see Christmas will
LENNOX, Owner
premises
the
himself from
me. While
to
little
very
but
meen
where such disease is located. With a New Car!
there must be some who are sad
9. Apprenticeship Period: (sie
rejoicing.
are
others
wh.le
An "Apprenticeship Worker" is a
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Holland
woman or minor whom the Comand family spent Sunday as guests
Relation
Industrial
of
missioner
of Mr. and Mrs., Con Geurin of
permits, upon registration, to work
Faxon.
minimum
regular
for less than the
Patients Remain III
.
wage as set forth herein, in conMrs. Finis Holland and Mrs. Jim
"
the
of
sideration of the provision
Bleck still remained on the sick
employer furnishing reasonable fa,
list. Also a son of Virgil UnderhappiMay the joy and
tiles for . teaching such apprenand John Tom Taylor are
stood
the arUcular trade or indusBranden is at the bedJoe
sick.
seaChristmas
this
of
'SS
ntices' registration shall
side of his brother who is seriousId by the Commissioner
13, U.
son stay w i th y
Industrial Relations where there
Mr. and t Mrs. -Edgar Wells and
Ls evidence of attempted evasion
throughout the coming Mr. and Mrs. Carmell Wells were
of the law by employers who make
ci
in Paducah shopping Saturday.
a practice of dismissing apprentic
year and guide you to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon and
the time of peace an4
season,
glorious
At
this
when they reach their promotiona
Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Curd and
good will, ,good cheer and good- tellnwship,.
period. With each permit apple:
greater health; wealth Waldo attended the funeral of
cation the employer shall pay to
Parker Brothers Garage wishes you the Best
Sunday. Mrs.
and our
and contentment than you Mr,. Harris attheFlint
the Department of Industrial Remother of Mrs.
was
Harris
Ohristmas you ever had, the best. Health. Happilations. an •examination and cerAmos Wells.
have ever known!
ness, and prosperity, now and in the future.
tification fee of One ($1.00) DolMrs. Larry Rutherford and* Mil,
lar, which money -shall be used by I
Saturday.
in
Paris
were.
Max
for the
the COmminsioner in'the enforceToy Brandon is confined to his
ment of the provisions of this
bed in Hazel with flu.
Act and to pay for the cost Of isWishing you all a Merry Christsuing such permits and other exand a Happy New Year!
mas
pellees incident thereto.
South 4th'St. Opposite Poet- Office
's• -"Roses bud".
by
recognized
Cb) It being
Open 24 Hours-Day and Nite Service
the Board that the apprenticePike county farmers are employship period varies-in various ining spare time cleaning up wooddustrite and in varions locslilots.
ttr-'e. the time for each industry NINO
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NO ,FEE LESS
25 CNTS PER
TO BE DISCUSSE
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To One and All...

are grateful for your friepdship
and loyalty.
May you be blessed with all that is
good in life.
That is our wish at this joyous season.
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May all the blessings you wish for
and all the good fortune you can
hope to find be yours this Christmas.

Rosebud is Sad
That Reunion Will
Not be As Usual

MURRAY MOTOR COMPANY

SOU1IERN 'ELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.

DUTCH'S SHOE SHOP
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PAGE SIX
PHONE Sit PLEASE

MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor

OCT-ETY

Chandler A. B. Chandler, have
enlisted in the "Fight Infantile
Paralysis" campaiin as members
of the date advisory committee,
A distinguished.- group of Ken- Keith Morgan, Chairman ,of the
n of
tuckians, including Senator Alben Committee for the Celebratio
anbirthday.
President's
W. Barkley and Governor A. Pl. the

FDR's Birthday
To Be Celebrated

uouncsd today.
Senator Barkley and Governor
Chandler will serve as honorary
members of the advisory committee, cooperating with Artithr Carpenter. Mayor of Norris, Tenn.,
who is regional director for Ken-

• 11M48

.,44orth Carolina who
tucky, Tonne
Lexi
and South Carolina,
Committee chairman is Gilmore
Hens!
N. Nunn, president and general day.
manager- of the American Broad. in
casting Corporatift of Henn',s y, Pir041

Copy for this page should be subdiitted not later than 'tumidity
afternoon each week.
6
•
the So and Sew Club and their
Mrs. Houston, Mrs. Waterfield
husbands with a dessert bridge
Are Hostesses
evenMrs. E. B. Houston and Mrs. and Christmas party Friday
home of Mrs. Boone.
Lois Waterfield were joint host- ing at the
tlations
Attractive Christmas deorr
esses at the home of Mrs. Houston
e ocadded to the gaiety of
the
for
party
Christmas
a
with
and everyone present recasion,
evening,
Friday
Woodman's Circle
ceived a gift from the Christmas
December 16„
Mrs. Freed Cotham and
tree.
A short business session was
Dunn received the prizes
Hebert
held at which time officers for for high score.
1999 were elected including Past
Included in the ,hospitality were
Guardian, Mrs. E B. Houston: Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Mr.
Carter:
Zelna
Guardian. Mrs
and Mrs. Max Churchill. Mr. and
Banker, Miss Katie Martin; Ad- Mrs. Tom Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
visor, Mrs Lula Farmer; Chaplain, Carney Hendon, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
Mrs. Theta Wachtel: attendant, B. Boone. Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Mrs. D. H. Stress, assistant at- Cotham Mr. and Mrs. Hebert
tendant, Mrs. Dorothy Jones; Cor- Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. George Ed
responding secretary. Miss Alice B. Overbey, Mrs. Graves Hendon,
Roberts; Chairman of auditors, Mrs. Joe Houston and Mr. and 4
Mrs. •Max Hurt, second auditor, Mrs. Walter Boone.
Mrs. Oda McDaniel; third auditor,
Mrs. Cletis McClain; inner senti- W. G. Swann Honored
On Birthday
nel. Mrs. Lila Valentine; outer
On Friday evening Mrs. W. S.
sentinel. Mrs. Harry Lentz: muand Mrs. W. G. Swann
Swann
reporter
Pool:
sician. Miss Voline
at their home.
and correspondent to Tidings. Miss gave a dinner
is an annual occasion in
Mayrelle Johnson; junior super- which
honor of the birthday of W. G.
visor. Mrs. J. Robertson.
A delicious menu was
Contests were held throughout Swann.
served. The hostesses were assistthe evening and prizes were won
ed in entertaining by Mrs. Tom
by the following: Miss Edna
Rowlett.
Mrs.
Pool,
ne
Miss•Voli
.
Blackburn
Covers were laid for Lloyd. AllFay Roberts. and Mrs. Dorothy
britten, E J. Trail, Leland Owen,
Jones.
Ty Holland. Dr. D. H. Siress. Tom
Refreshments were served at the
Rowlett. Owen Barber. H. B.
close of a very pleasant evening
Bailey. Jr.. E. J. Trail, Charlie
Those attending were Mrs. Zelna
Broach, Price Doyle. Herschel
Carter. Mrs. Lula Farmer, Miss Bea
A. B. Austin. R. A. JohnsCorn.
Purdorn. Mrs. Maybelle Scoby.
and W. G. Swann.
ton,
Miss Marie Hatcher. Miss Ophus
McNutt. Miss Eliza Curd. Miss VoHas
1 Me POOL Miss Vera Bynurn. Mrs. Thursday lerldge Club
Party For Hashands
Harry Lentz. Mrs. Otto Swann,
Members of the Thursday bridge
Mrs. J. D. Outland:- Mrs. Roy
entertained their husbands
club
Mrs.
Robert&
Fay
Mrs
.
Boatwright
evening with a ChristThursday
Sires&
H.
D.
Mrs.
Hutchens,
Walter
at the home of Mr.-- and
party
mas
J.
Mrs,
Jr..
Beale,
Mrs. Jack
Beale in the Men's
Rue
Mrs
Farmer.
Myrtle
Mrs.
Robertson.
were atMiss Edna Blackburn. Mrs. Edna Dormitory. The rooms
a delightGarner. Mrs. Hafford Parker. Miss tractively decorated and
served.
Katie Martin, Mrs. A. 0. Woods, ful party plate was
George Hart was awarded the
Mrs. Dorothy Jones. Mrs Lucy
at the conColeman. Mrs. Lila Valentine. Mrs. prize for high score
game.
Thela Wachtel. Mrs. Notie Hackett, clusion of the bridge
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Marion Adams, Mrs Ima
James
Miss Birdie /4aupin. Miss George Hart. Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Wells
Eurene Witty Miss Helen Maupin H. Richmond. Mr. and
Overbey. Mr. and Mrs Gingles
and the hostesses.
Wallis. Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn. Mr and Mrs. L. J. Hortin,
S. And Sew ChM Has
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mr.
Has Christmas Party
Mrs. John Miller and Mr. and
and
Joe
Mrs.
and
Boone
Walter
Mrs.
Rue Beale.
Mrs.
of
members
d
entertaine
Houston
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

communistic society is not necessary as a means to service when
the heart is filled with love. Let
us all resolve to show our love to
the Saviour by loving and serving
our fellow man throughout the
year. -Whosoever shall give to
drink unto one of these little ones
a cup of cold water only in the
name of a disciple. verily I say
unto yeti, he shall in no wise lose
his reward." Olden. 10:42).
C. L. Francis. Minister

Sunday, December 2.5. 193S
The pastor will preach at the
hour. 1 0:5 0
worship
miring
o'clock. on the song of the angels.
aLielaat song rung over the Gallliffn hills long centuries 'ago:
"Peace on earth, good will to
men" We should observe that
'this revelation came to those net
in high places but in the obscure
duties of life. Possibly it is often
that way
The Sunday-school at 9:30, with
Mr. Callie Hale in charge. He
will give you a warm welcome
and assign you to the proper class
for fellowship and for instruction.
Many cf our people will wish
One of the state-wide museum
to spend the balance of Christmas projects. sponsored by the KegDay, after the morning worship tucky State department of educahour. with their loved ones and
,tion, has been started here with
friends so we will have no eve
-Th011ices in the basement of the
the young.
ing service after that
library, building.
at
6:30.
people
Rev. 1 It is the purpose of the project
At this evening servi
the to prepare museum exhibits suitShelby. formerly
Samuel
leader of our young people. will be able for class room instruction and
our speaker. He is now in the to perform the necessary prelimSchool of Religion at Vanderbilt inary rçference work for the conUniversity and also is serving a structio of displays.
small church in the city of NashMrs. Dorothy D. Blackwell is the
We invite all. the young
ville_
of the several statesupervisor
people of -out,church 63 be present
wide museum pfojects in Kenand to hear Shelby.
spirit of Christmas Is well tucky.
The office was opened on Noexpressed in. the following liftle
vertilier 14 under the supervision
poem.
orth
of C. Wesley Kemper. John
A, candle is a lovely thing:
'It makes no noise. or stir at all. and Colonel Lucien. Beckner, $5in
But softly gives ittelf away.
ologikts, from the stateWhile, quite unselfish, it grows Louisville, assisted in the
small.
(of the project by classifying numerous fossil& shells, ahd minerals
s
So like the star in Bethlehem' Which will later Ise put on exskies.
hibition in the exhibit room on
That showed the road to the tte third floor of the library.
wise men.
Mr. Worth and Colonel Becimer
The Christmas candle exemplifies
plan to return later and complete
The Christ, the Son of God."
their work of classifying several
Anon,
thousand other specimens pertainJ. Mack Jenkins. Pastor
ing•to their field.
The state wide mut;eum project
CHOICE". OF CHRIST
is prepared to offer invaluable asLord's Day: Bible study at 9:45 sistance to the Murray College Mua. m.. worship .at 10:50 a. m. and seusn through its state wide organ7:15 p. m.
ization which specializes 'in all
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at fields of museum work.
p. in.
Centered around the museum at
-The Word Became Flesh" will Murray will be specimens from
wormorning
be the topic at the
the Jackson Purchase.
ship.
An exhibit room on the third
the
'The mission of ,Jesus in
floor of the library has been comworld was to show the benevopletely redecorated Cases are belence of heaven. He came to bring
ing refinished and exhibits are
salvation to all who will accept it.
prepared and every effort
It is a fine thing when out of the being
is being made to open the museum
gracious heart of Christians the
date.
love of God is reciprocated by at an early
sharing the material things of
More toys for children at Christearth with those who are less formas through making some at home
tunate.
From a practical point of xiew. as well as buying some—this prothe very essence of Christianity is ject is interesting Breathitt county
service to um's fellow men. A hometnakers.
_
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Sto
Only 3 More

°

8.30 a. m. to St

LAST MINUTE SHOPPERS
Watkins and choose
Erase that frown from your brow—Come in to
Christnuts ideas—
of
those grits rapidly from a grand assortment
prestige.
carries
Watkins
Spend little or much—any gift from

Ch riuseas
GIFT

Pamper her with
Luxurious Lingerie

EVENING
IN
PARIS

5.00

'oak

s

cce%

Museum Project is
Opened In Library
at Murray College

Slips
1.96
Barbizon Slips
"Carolyn" Lace Trim 2.115
3.95
Handmade Slips
Navy and Black Slips 1.16
2.91
Zipper Barbizon
Gowns

I

Lace Trim Wins ___ 3.96
6.96
"Carolyn?" Satins
_ 3.1141
Tailored Barbizons

Hostess

Gowns

141.116
Washable Chenille
Sid
Flannel Robes
___
Printed Rayon
Barbizon Robes
16.05
Brocade Satin
2246
Maribou Trim Satin

"Her Christmas Stockings"
s
'
Claussner
3 Pairs In A Gift sex
Coollgui
'

2.85

4 and 3 Threads
Sheer 2 Threads
0-No Runs
Osibrites

Single Pairs 79c, $1, 1.25, 1.65

WATK INS
Of Paducah
ky
The Gift Center of Western Kentuc

Imo

y-Saturday

Thursday-F

Shopping Days

ti

aLovas
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